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Dean’s Message

Message from

Dean of School

B

reakthroughs are fundamental to all areas of knowledge and practice – they move fields
forward. We at the SHTM are very proud to have been recognised by the International
Council on Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Education (I-CHRIE) for the breakthrough
of our hospitality and tourism educational model with Hotel ICON at its centre. As detailed in
this issue’s cover story, the School received the I-CHRIE McCool Breakthrough Award at the
organisation’s summer conference in Providence, Rhode Island last month.
An equally exciting breakthrough occurred during the combined 11th Asia Pacific Forum for
Graduate Students Research in Tourism (APF) and International Convention & Expo Summit 2012
(ICES) held at Hotel ICON in May. We happily report that the student organising committee for
the event received high praise from the delegates, who placed them on par with seasoned conference
professionals.
Changing the backdrop to Sanya in Hainan, we outline the success of the Fifth International Forum
on China Hotel Brand Development, which the School co-organised. Amid wide-ranging discussions
on branding activities, market expansion and personnel development, I had the opportunity to copresent with two recent graduates on the likes, dislikes and expectations of young people entering the
hotel industry in China.
Also covered in this issue are the latest news on Hotel ICON, School initiatives for
the United Nations World Tourism Organisation and the career paths of our
doctoral graduates. We further profile an exceptional alumna, Betty Simpson,
who offers insights into private club management gained in her long-term role
as General Manager of The Helena May.
As we enter a new academic year, all of us at the SHTM are looking forward
to more opportunities to achieve breakthroughs, at both the personal and
organisational levels. When we do, you will read about them here in
the pages of Horizons.

Professor Kaye Chon
Dean and Chair Professor
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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I-CHRIE McCool Breakthrough Award

Hotel ICON

Attracts Breakthrough Award

E

xcellence breeds success. Recognising the difficulty in
implementing this seemingly simple formula, the
International Council on Hotel, Restaurant and
Institutional Education (I-CHRIE) bestowed its McCool
Breakthrough Award on the SHTM recently. Presented at
the I-CHRIE Summer Conference in Providence, Rhode
Island in early August, the award recognises the School’s
success in launching Hotel ICON.
Speaking after the award announcement, PolyU Vice President
(Academic Development) Professor Walter Yuen described the
achievement as a “cause for celebration”. Offering his congratulations to
the SHTM, he remarked that Hotel ICON was at the very heart of the
School’s innovative approach to hospitality and tourism education.
The I-CHRIE is a global leader in hospitality and tourism education and
research, and the McCool Breakthrough Award is presented annually to an
individual, group, programme, school, college, association or corporation
that has made a noteworthy breakthrough or introduced a unique approach
that demonstrates a significant improvement over regular methods or
operations. The focus is on recognising those who resolutely move the
hospitality and tourism industry forward.
Honouring the spirit of astronaut Willie McCool, son of Audrey and Barry
McCool, faculty members at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and pilot
of the final Columbia space shuttle mission, the award has previously gone
to such innovators as the International Hospitality and Tourism Virtual
Conference organisers and Dr Norm Faiola, a Syracuse University academic
and inventor in the food safety field.
The SHTM is the first Asian recipient of the award, a fitting reminder of
its position at the crest of the Asian Wave of hospitality and tourism that is
breaking over the world.
Commenting on the award, SHTM Dean and Chair Professor Kaye Chon
said that it recognises the School’s intense effort with Hotel ICON, and the
“unique approaches in integrating the hotel in teaching and research”. This,
he said, was a major breakthrough in hospitality and tourism education.
With the I-CHRIE recognition adding to a growing list of awards to Hotel
ICON itself, the SHTM is leading hospitality and tourism toward new
horizons.
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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APF-ICES 2012

Acclaim
for Student
Organisers

S

tudent organisers can receive no greater acclaim than the observation that
they have preformed as consummate professionals. Such was the case at
the combined 11th Asia Pacific Forum for Graduate Students Research in
Tourism (APF) and International Convention & Expo Summit 2012 (ICES),
which was held at Hotel ICON 22-24 May. The 25-member student organising
committee drew high praise from delegates as ample reward for their countless
hours of preparation and dedication to ensuring the event’s success.
Commenting on the committee after the event, Mr John Kelly, Head of Culinary
Arts at the Auckland University of Technology, observed that “these were not
students, but real professionals of the event industry”.
The event attracted more than 250 delegates from 23 countries and regions, with
mainland China, Hong Kong, the US and Thailand topping the list. Roughly
half were students, one-third academics and more than one-fifth industry
professionals. The APF element served as a platform for postgraduate students
and academics to exchange information on research and teaching in hospitality
and tourism programmes in the Asia-Pacific region. ICES continued its tradition
of being the leading MICE industry summit in Asia, providing an opportunity
for the exchange of interdisciplinary ideas.
The keynote speeches and panel sessions covered a wide range of topical
issues, including the influence of social media in the hospitality industry, new
technologies in research and the MICE industry, tourist arrival forecasting in
Asia and recent developments in convention venues.

Panelists discussing at the two-in-one conference
HORIZONS

APF-ICES 2012

Working under the leadership
of Instructor Chloe Lau and
programme chairs Drs David
Jones and Jinsoo Lee, the event’s
organising committee brought
together students from the BSc
in Hotel Management, Tourism
Management, and Convention
Professor Rohit Verma
and
Event
Management
programmes. The enthusiastic and innovative group
formed itself into a series of teams to handle everything
from publicity and sponsorship to the actual running of
the event.
Ms Chloe Mok, who headed
the publicity team and has
since graduated with a BSc
in Hotel Management,
highlighted the formidable
challenge that all of the
teams had to overcome for
Dr Andy Nazarechuk
the event to be a success.
The two conferences had never been held together and
combining them required a good deal of organisational
skill. “As they have different backgrounds and attract
different delegates”, Ms Mok said, “the challenge was how
to put them together and promote them at the same time
to reduce any potential confusion for delegates”.

delegates would be clear, the committee attended Business
English lectures.
Students from the School of Design recorded the three-day
event so that promotional materials could be developed
for the teaching development project that underpinned
the overall student involvement. Counterparts from
the Department of Computing developed a delegate
monitoring system and banquet management system. They
also coded the mini games used to promote the conference
on social media. The two
computerised systems made
their debut at APF&ICES,
where Ms Mok said “they were
a great success. We received a
lot of compliments on them
from delegates, who said the
systems could set a new trend
in the industry”.
Mr Cliff Wallace

As the event drew to a close, a final compliment was
waiting at the Gala Dinner. With all delegates assembled
for a final time, Dr Andrew Mcloughlin from Manchester
Metropolitan University asked the whole floor to give the
organising committee a round of applause. The students
were overwhelmed by the response, said Ms Mok, recalling
that they “were so happy and touched”.
The SHTM congratulates the committee for its outstanding
achievement in organising APF&ICES 2012. The efforts of
these students are both worthy of praise in their own right
and a key indication that the School’s global leadership
in hospitality and tourism education will have a decisive
influence on the industry in careers yet to come.
APF & ICES 2012 Student Organising Committee and their Instructor Ms
Chloe Lau (first row, fourth from right)

The organising committee was already obliged to develop
multidisciplinary projects with students from other parts
of the university to ensure the widest possible student
involvement. Having set an event theme of “Initiate
Connecting Opportunities Now!” – the initials of
which spell out ICON in reference to the event’s
venue – the committee liaised with students
from the Department of English on the
wording of the website, promotional materials,
sponsorship contract and invitation letters.
To further ensure that all information reaching
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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New Directions
in Sanya

A

s the hotel industry in China expands rapidly to
meet demand from both domestic and international
tourism, it is facing unheralded opportunities
and unprecedented challenges. Launched by the SHTM
five years ago to gain the most from this situation, the
International Forum on China Hotel Brand Development,
combined this year with the Ninth China Hotel Enterprise
Development Summit, was held at Narada Resort and Spa
in Sanya on Hainan island from 19-21 June.

With the aim of promoting hotel brand development,
enhancing the international competitiveness of Chinese
hotel brands and analysing the current health of the industry
in China, the Forum took a theme of “New Directions for
Brand and Human Capital Development”. Leading the
SHTM contingent at the event, School Dean and Chair
Professor Kaye Chon commented that delegates engaged
with the theme very well, showing much enthusiasm for
the range of opinions, visions and experiences on offer.

Co-organised by the SHTM and the China Tourist Hotel
Association, the Forum was sponsored by the Zhejiang
Narada Hotel Group, with special support from the
Tourism Development Committee of Hainan Province.
For the fifth consecutive year, the K. Wah Group was the
Forum’s title sponsor.

Chaired by Mr Zhang Huifa,
Deputy Chairman of the China
Tourist Hotel Association, the
Forum was kicked off by Mr
Wu Wenxue, Deputy Chairman
of China Tourism Association
and Member of the Party
Group of the China National
Dr Che-woo Lui
Tourism Administration; Mr Wu
Kunxiong, Deputy Director of the Tourism Development
Committee of Hainan Province; Dean Chon of the SHTM;
and Dr Che-woo Lui, Chairman of both the Federation of
Hong Kong Hotel Owners and the K. Wah Group.
Dr Lui grabbed the delegates’ attention with his opening
speech, sharing his vision for developing China hotel
brands. The official opening was then followed by an
invited presentation given by Mr Zhang Run Gang,
Chairman of the China Tourist Hotel Association and
Beijing Capital Tourism Co Ltd, on the key issues facing
Chinese hotel groups.
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Fifth International Forum on China Hotel Brand Development

Heavily qualified personnel will be critical to the Chinese
industry’s success and the health of individual brands in the
future. Yet the single-child generation now growing up in
mainland China does not see hotel work as attractive. The
discussion focused on understanding the specific reasons
for young people not wanting to join the hotel industry,
asking just what it was that Generation Y was thinking.

Mr Bernold O. Schroeder

Prominent industry leaders and scholars then attended
various presentations and roundtable discussions covering
a variety of topics ranging from a consideration of the
prospective brand landscape in the near future to brand
innovation, case presentations from such innovative
industry players as the new Starwood Elements brand,
and how to engage and retain talent as part of brand
development.
The case studies, in particular, were very well received. The
delegates also entered into lively discussions about how
both domestic and international brands could develop into
the secondary market – those third tier cities away from the
eastern coast that are relatively untouched by any brands
until recently.

Dean Chon took a very
innovative approach to
answering that question,
introducing a presentation
by two young graduates:
Kirsten Leung, an SHTM
graduate now working at
the Kowloon Shangri La
Hong Kong; and Gao Zhi
Lin, a local graduate from
Hainan with 3 years of experience at the MGM Grand
Sanya. The pair told delegates who they were, what they
liked and did not like about their careers, and what their
expectations were. Dean Chon closed the presentation by
discussing good practices and offering observations based
on the SHTM’s experience with Hotel ICON.
This was the first time that the high profile CEOs and
corporate executives in the audience had heard directly
from the sort of young people they very much need to
attract to their industry.
The SHTM considers hosting and participating in the
forum as a highly effective way of encouraging its industry
partners, other educators and researchers to collaborate
closely in enhancing the competitiveness of hotel brands
in China.

During the half-day session on the second day, the
focus of attention switched to human capital, given the
very significant shortage of manpower in the hospitality
industry throughout mainland China. Highlighting the
importance of this concern, Dean Chon observed that
“even international brands are facing increasing challenges
in recruiting enough good people” at the moment.

Ms Kirsten Leung, SHTM graduate

Mr Gao Zhi Lin

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Hotel ICON

From

Accolades
to
Internships

T

he SHTM’s teaching and research hotel, appropriately named Hotel ICON, operates under
the vision of “being tomorrow’s hotel”. Offering 262 stylishly appointed guest rooms and
suites, ample opportunities for cutting edge research and internships for SHTM students,
the hotel is truly unlike any other.
A central element of the School’s unique educational and research model
for hospitality and tourism, Hotel ICON has already gathered accolades
from home and abroad in only a year since opening. Earlier this year, it
received a Silver award of the Skyrise Greenery Awards 2012 from Hong
Kong’s Development Bureau for its three-storey high indoor vertical
garden and the way in which noise and air pollution were dealt with in
the overall design.
The hotel complex has been bestowed with the coveted Medal of the
Year 2011 by the Hong Kong Institute of Architects. Designed by
Rocco Yim, the award specifically recognises the building’s ‘threein-one’ design, which includes the hotel itself, the SHTM premises
and PolyU staff quarters. Also impressing the judges was how the
building is set back from the site boundary, using open space to
invite guests in.
Guests have certainly been arriving in numbers, and leaving very
satisfied. TripAdvisor, the world’s most popular hotel review site,
included Hotel ICON in its Top 25 Best Hotels in China and Top 25
Hotels for Service. One guest commented that the hotel “raised the bar
higher for all hotels around the world”. Another guest remarked that
Hotel ICON “symbolizes an amazing idea turned into reality”.
A leading travel magazine Condé Nast Traveller named Hotel
ICON one of the best new hotels in its ‘Hot List 2012’. The
hotel also recently earned the title of ‘Best New Hotel in Hong
Kong’ in a reader’s poll conducted by the websites TTG China,
TTG-BT Mice China, TTG Asia, TTG India and TTG Mice.
The latest honour recognises Hotel ICON’s uncompromising
quality and level of service. “The awards reflect our
mission to embody a hotel with purpose, and an
affirmation of all the team’s hard work and dedication
to blazing a new trail,” said Richard Hatter, General
Manager of Hotel ICON.
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Mr Richard Hatter, General Manager of Hotel ICON showing the
TTG Best New Hotel in Hong Kong award

Hotel ICON

Researching Tomorrow’s Hospitality Today
An equally significant element of Hotel ICON is that it allows extensive research into
various elements of hospitality and hotel management. Fifteen projects by SHTM
staff have already been conducted or are underway, involving most of the hotel’s
departments. Focusing on topics ranging from e-signature implementation and
guest perceptions of green practices to how to launch a hotel using the Internet,
the projects have already advanced the boundaries of hospitality knowledge.
Three dedicated prototype guestrooms are also reserved for more in-depth
research into the application of advanced concepts in hotel management. The
School is currently using them in partnership with hotel suppliers to conduct
collaborative projects for the benefit of the entire industry.

The Student Experience
Also benefiting immensely from the hotel are SHTM students studying
hospitality. The hotel features as a premier option in the School’s internship
programmes, offering students the opportunity to experience Hotel ICON’s
transparent operations and participate in the day-to-day running of various departments.
Student interns are rotated through departments
to maximise their exposure and expand their skills
sets, closely guided and monitored by the respective
department heads. The most outstanding students can
apply to join the Elite Management Programme, which
allows them to ‘shadow’ a Hotel ICON manager for a
year.

Posing with Dean and Chair Professor Kaye Chon
(centre) and Mr Chris Luk, SHTM Executive Officer
(right), are 5 of the 6 SHTM students selected to join
the Elite Management Programme: (from left) Ms
Bernice Fung, Ms Nicole Siah, Ms Sue Wong, Ms
Karen Tong and Ms Karen Tang

With 100 student placements
available at Hotel ICON each
year, the School is looking
to train generations of
highly motivated hospitality
professionals in the many
years to come.

SHTM student interns at Hotel ICON

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Gearing up for two cohorts
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Preparations Complete for
a Special Year

T

ertiary education in Hong Kong is in
the midst of sweeping change, with
all
government-funded
universities
switching to four-year curricula. Yet adding a year
to undergraduate studies is not easily achieved.
Universities and units such as the SHTM have been
hard at work ensuring that the transition is smooth
and beneficial to both themselves and their students.
The School is now hosting two distinct cohorts in its
BSc(Hons) in hospitality and tourism management
programmes. All Year One students have been admitted
through results in the new Hong Kong Diploma of
Secondary Education, with the aim of gaining their
degrees after four years of full-time study. Students
admitted through results from the Hong Kong
A Level Examination (HKALE) will enter
into a three-year programme.
The School will offer one new
compulsory subject per semester
for the new students: the
Freshman Seminar in Semester
One and Introduction to the
Hotel and Tourism Industries in
Semester Two.
SHTM Assistant Professor and
Undergraduate Programme Director Dr
Barry Mak, who was heavily involved in the preparation
process, said that although the new arrangements created
certain logistical difficulties, equally important was that the
School was admitting some under-aged students for the
first time. This caused minor concerns about how to gather
parental consent for participation in School activities,
but a permission form was eventually devised to cover all
circumstances.
Also now in place are four new academic advisors who will
oversee the progress of the new students. One advisor is
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assigned to the Year One Broad Discipline in
Hotel and Tourism Management programme,
two are assigned to the BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management programme, and one is assigned
to the BSc(Hons) in Tourism Management
programme. An Undergraduate Secretary has
been appointed to provide support for elements of
administration, policies and regulations.
Dr Mak said that another four staff have been appointed
as lodging/hotel management, tourism management, food
and beverage management, and convention and events
management subject coordinators to better coordinate
teaching areas and subject syllabi.
All other academic staff have been briefed on the changes
to guarantee that they are aware of their responsibilities.
The SHTM is ever vigilant about ensuring it provides
the best possible education to the hospitality and tourism
leaders of tomorrow.

12

Career Day 2012

Students Grasp
Career Day
Opportunity

S

HTM students had the opportunity to meet prospective
employers on 30 March when the School held its Career
Day in its recently completed premises. The annual
event provides undergraduate and graduate students with the
chance to gather information about potential employers and
job opportunities in the hospitality and tourism industry.
Forty-one hospitality, catering and tourism organisations from
Hong Kong and overseas set up exhibition booths this year.
The School would like to thank the listed organisations for
their contributions to a very successful event.
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n

Accor Hotels Hong Kong

n

Clearwater Bay Golf and Country Club

n

Conrad Hong Kong

n

Crowne Plaza Hong Kong Causeway Bay

n

Crowne Plaza Hong Kong Kowloon East

n

Discovery Bay Hospitality

n

Discovery Bay Resort and Spa

n

Excelsior, Hong Kong

n

Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong

n

Harbour Plaza Hotels and Resorts

n

Holiday Inn Golden Mile Hong Kong

n

Hong Kong Airport Services Ltd

n

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition
Centre

n

Hong Kong Disneyland

n

Hong Kong Jockey Club

n

Hong Thai Travel Services Ltd

n

Hotel ICON

n

Hyatt Hotels Corporation

n

InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

n

InterContinental Hong Kong

n

Jardine Airport Services Ltd

n

Landmark Mandarin Oriental

n

Langham Hospitality Group

n

L’hotel Management Company Ltd

n

Luxe Manor

n

Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong

n

Marco Polo Hotels

n

Marriott International

n

Metropark Hotel Wanchai Hong Kong

n

MF Jebsen International Ltd

n

Miramar Group

n

Park Lane Hong Kong

n

Regal Hotels International Ltd

n

Ritz-Carlton Hong Kong

n

Select Service Partner Hong Kong Ltd

n

Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts

n

Sino Group of Hotels

n

Starbucks Coffee Hong Kong

n

Starwood Hotels and Resorts

n

Swire Hotels

n

Swire Travel Ltd

Aluma in the Spotlight

W

hen Skål, an international association of travel and tourism
professionals, held its annual Ladies Day Lunch last July, it chose
SHTM alumna, Alumni Association Secretary and The Helena
May General Manager Betty Simpson as its Unsung Hero. The award was
entirely fitting for such a dedicated professional working out of the hospitality
limelight in a private club.
When asked more recently about her choice of employment, Betty replied
that “I like working in clubs because hotels are big organisations with lots of
departments that are very specialised. But in clubs, because we have fewer staff
and fewer departments, every department has to take on more responsibilities”.
So, too, do the staff, she said, and that is how “you learn more and gain more
exposure”.

Tribute to a
Quiet Achiever
Ms Betty Simpson (left) received her Unsung
Hero award at the SKAL 2011 Ladies Day
Lunch

A Higher Diploma graduate of the then Department of Institutional
Management and Catering Studies, Betty belonged to one of the first student
cohorts. Jobs for graduates were much scarcer then, and some of her classmates
had to start their careers in other industries. “It was a very different world”,
she observed, and commented that recent developments at the SHTM such as
the launch of Hotel ICON would both increase the level of professionalism in
the local industry and “change the face of hospitality and tourism education”
around the world.
Betty joined the private club sector in an administrative role and worked her
way up to the General Manager level. She joined The Helena May at that level
around eight years ago, but has never forgotten her experiences along the way.
She suggested that SHTM graduates should take a similar approach to their
own careers and “not be afraid to start in a junior position and to work
their way up.” In that way they would know and understand what their
staff are going through as they progress ever higher in an organisation.
The key to ensuring an effective workforce, Betty remarked, lies in
offering as much vocational training as possible, and then entering staff
into external courses relevant to their fields. Her own assistant, already an
SHTM graduate, was studying part-time at the School for a Master
in Tourism Management. The organisation’s banqueting
manager had just been accepted for part-time enrolment
in the MSc in Hotel Management programme.
Quiet achievers always manage to do so much by
spreading their experience around.
Ms Betty Simpson, General Manager of The Helena May
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Ph.D. Scholarship and Executive-in-Residence Programme
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SHTM Initiatives Target People
Development for UNWTO

T

he effective development and deployment of
people is at the heart of tourism development
around the world. To enhance the way in which the
regional tourism sector builds its human resource capacity,
the SHTM has launched two new initiatives for the United
Nations World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) – a
Ph.D. Scholarship and pioneering UNWTO Executive-inResidence programme.
Commenting on the SHTM’s intentions, Dean and Chair
Professor Kaye Chon said that “as an Affiliate Member of
the UNWTO and a world-class hotel and tourism school,
we recognise the importance of human resource capacity
building”. He emphasised the School’s full support for the
UNWTO’s commitment to “a sustainable future in global
tourism”.
The Ph.D. Scholarship, which was
launched this academic year, is
intended to encourage and fund
innovative research in hotel and
tourism management. Applications
are open to qualified professionals
who receive a recommendation from a UNWTO Member
State in Asia and the Pacific and wish to pursue doctorallevel research full time. Each year, one selected applicant
will receive a full stipend of US$64,000 for three years of
study.
The innovative Executive-in-Residence programme will
allow officials from UNWTO Asia and Pacific Member
States to spend six months at the SHTM to refresh and
broaden their knowledge base. Participating officials will
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have full access to SHTM resources and classes and benefit
from the School’s unique approach to hospitality and
tourism education and research.
The School’s strong association with the UNWTO, the
UN agency responsible for the promotion of responsible,
sustainable and universally accessible
tourism, was cemented in 1999
when it was designated a UNWTO
Education and Training Network
Centre, the only such Centre in
Asia. The following year, the SHTM
became one of the world’s first
educational institutions to receive
UNWTO TedQual Certification, a quality assurance
system for tourism education, training and research.
Long one of the UN body’s Affiliate Members, the SHTM
is also part of the UNWTO Knowledge Network, a global
network of institutions that set research and knowledge
management standards on tourism analysis, policy and
governance. Its two new initiatives are sure to further raise
the School’s standing in the international tourism arena.

SHTM Doctoral Degrees

Career Opportunities Abound for
Doctoral Degree Graduates

T

he hallmark of a world-leading doctoral programme is not only the research it generates but also the extent to
which it provides graduates with outstanding career opportunities. With the focus of global tourism shifting to
Asia, the SHTM is consolidating its leadership in hospitality and tourism education by offering not one but two
exceptional doctoral programmes.
The School’s cutting-edge Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Hotel and Tourism Management programme and the world’s
first professional Doctor of Hotel and Tourism Management (D.HTM) degree are preparing students for leadership
positions in their chosen careers. They benefit from the SHTM’s critical mass of globally recognised researchers, its unique
‘East meets West’ environment and attractive stipends.
Leading to a highly respected research degree, the Ph.D. programme produces both scholars and
industry professionals. Recent graduates of note include Dr Alexander Grunewald, who is now a
consultant in Zurich, Switzerland with Accenture, a global management consulting, technology
services and outsourcing company. Alumna Dr Joanne Jung-Eun Yoo
moved into academia following graduation and is now Assistant Professor
at the Department of Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Management at
the University of Delaware in the United States.
The D.HTM programme attracts a range of professionals interested in
augmenting their careers, from experienced practitioners and government
representatives to academics. Now in its fifth year, the ground-breaking programme has a distinct
Asian focus, offers a unique combination of subjects and research, and fits the hectic schedules of
students with its flexible delivery pattern.
Dr Alexander Grunewald

Since its inception, the programme’s truly global student base has hailed from
as far and wide as Ghana, Japan, Macau, mainland China, Korea, Taiwan
and the United States. Recent graduates include Dr Shu-Ying Lin, who has
taken on the role of Assistant Professor at the Department of Culinary Arts
at the National Kaohsiung University of Hospitality
and Tourism in Taiwan while also serving as Chief of
the Asia-Pacific Section of the International Affairs
Office. Since graduating, Dr Hyerin Lee has been
appointed Assistant Professor at Kyung Hee Cyber
University in Korea.

Dr Joanne Yoo

Dr Shu-ying Lin

These and other outstanding career
opportunities await graduates of the School’s
Dr Hyerin Lee
doctoral programmes. If you would like
more information, please visit www.polyu.edu.hk/htm/phd
or www.polyu.edu.hk/htm/dhtm.
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Research Horizons
Hightlights of Recent Research by the SHTM
Volume 6. Issue 2. September 2012

Brand Management and Reliability Valued in
Upscale Chinese Hotels
Customer trust in management and brand reliability are
key components of brand value for upscale Chinese hotels,
according to recently published research from the SHTM’s
Professor Cathy Hsu and two co-authors. The researchers
are the first to consider these two components as drivers of
customer brand loyalty amongst international and Chinese
travellers staying at four- and five-star hotels in major
Chinese cities. Their results hold true across gender, brand
experience and country of origin, thus providing hotel
brands with a better understanding of what creates brand
value in the fast-growing upscale lodging sector.

Measuring Intangible Value

Intangibles, write the researchers, are becoming increasingly
important to business modelling and planning around the
world. Measuring what something as intangible as “a brand
can add to the business portfolio seems to be a critical
management practice”. Nowhere is this more accentuated
than in the lodging sector, where hotel firms are struggling
to differentiate themselves in an increasingly crowded
global marketplace.
As the researchers point out, efforts to measure the value
of hotel brands are particularly critical in a sector “where
branding has been popularly used as a strategy to develop
new products and introduce existing and extended brands
to new markets, both domestic and global”. Outside of
China the growth rate of branded franchise hotels has
far outpaced that of unbranded hotels. In China, the
phenomenal growth in domestic and international tourist
numbers has been far more prominent. The key question
is, what value does a brand offer in the burgeoning Chinese
lodging sector?
The overall value created by a brand is generally
conceptualised as ‘brand equity’. In the lodging sector,
School of Hotel and Tourism Management

brand equity is thought to constitute “a combination of
brand awareness and brand performance that reflects
customer satisfaction, return intention, price-value
relationship and preference”, the researchers note. Generic
products and services generate different customer responses
than their branded equivalents. The key to determining
customer-focused brand equity for service firms is
understanding “the sources of brand knowledge and the
differential advantages they create for the brand”.
The overarching element of brand equity, and the crucial
driver of the intention to repurchase, is brand loyalty or how
attached a customer has become to a brand. For a brand to
have value, customers must feel loyalty towards it. Usually
considered as driving brand loyalty, and hence brand
equity, are brand awareness, brand image/associations and
perceived brand quality. The general perception is that
before customers feel loyalty to a hotel brand, they must
recognise that brand, associate it with a positive lodging
experience and perceive it to be of superior quality.
The researchers note that in China, where the “recent
expansion of foreign and domestic hotels has been rapid”,
few economy brands have managed to establish themselves
and accumulate a significant amount of brand equity.
Hence, they focused their attention on upscale hotels,
given “the more intense competition among luxury
hotel brands”, in their efforts to determine whether the
conventionally perceived drivers of hotel brand equity
apply in China.

Frequent Travellers Surveyed

To investigate the determinants of brand equity for upscale
Chinese hotels, the researchers carried out two focus group
interviews in Beijing with 18 Chinese and international
frequent travellers. The resulting questionnaire was pilot1
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tested and subject to expert review by 10 Chinese- and
English-speaking hotel managers and hospitality and
brand-equity researchers before being used to survey
1,346 guests at 29 four- and five-star hotels in 12 major
Chinese cities. Eleven of the hotels were local brands, and
18 international.
The sample included a majority of men (64%), with most
respondents aged between 26 and 55 (85%). They were
close to evenly divided between inbound foreign (51%)
and domestic Chinese (49%) travellers, most of whom
were travelling on business (70%). A majority of the
respondents held graduate degrees (72%). Nearly threequarters had stayed with the brand before (72%), and half
at the same hotel.

New Hotel Brand Equity Components

The two focus groups generally confirmed that brand
equity comprised brand awareness, brand image, perceived
brand quality and brand loyalty. The researchers note that
within this framework brand loyalty is determined by the
three other components.
A surprise for the researchers, however, was that the
interviewees saw two additional components as being
essential: management trust and brand reliability.
Management trust, according to the researchers,
incorporates “the customer’s feelings of confidence in
and willingness to rely on the management (practice) of
a brand”. Brand reliability is “the brand’s overall ability to
meet the customer’s expectations repeatedly over time or
over repeated brand purchase occasions”.
These concepts are new to considerations of brand
equity, the researchers note. “Knowledge-based trust and
confidence in the brand’s management practice may be an
important ingredient for a successful hotel brand”, they
emphasise. Equally important is assurance that the brand
experience is consistent. A reliable brand will build into
“commitment-like loyalty”, whereas inconsistency is likely
to prompt “customer defection”.

Implications for Brand Management

The hotel consumer survey results confirmed the
importance of management trust and brand reliability,
suggesting that they may exert an even stronger impact on
brand loyalty than brand awareness, image or perceived
quality. The researchers suggest that hotel operators include
aspects of both in assessing their brand equity efforts:
2

“future lodging branding and marketing efforts in a global
marketplace need to emphasise the company’s trustworthy
management practices and ability to deliver product and
services consistently.”
The researchers suggest that one practical way of doing so
would be to increase the visibility of management staff in
the service process “to strengthen the customer’s positive
perceptions of direct access to the hotel’s management”.
Consistent service delivery requires effective coordination
between management and service staff and a “shared
understanding of customer needs”. Furthermore, customers
also need to perceive that management feels and can be
held accountable for any service failures.
Such reactions held true across gender, brand familiarity
and country of origin for the hotel guests surveyed,
suggesting that they are representative of a broad range
of travellers staying in both domestic and international
upscale hotels in China.

Brand Management and Reliability Build
Brand Equity

By considering the essential building blocks of brand equity
– brand loyalty, brand awareness, brand image and perceived
quality – alongside the newly identified dimensions of
customer trust in management and brand reliability, the
researchers offer insights into how luxury hotel managers
can build and measure brand equity. Managers will find an
understanding of the dimensions identified critical to their
success in today’s increasingly globalised, competitive hotel
market, both in China and beyond.

Points to Note
n

Global hotel competition makes branding
increasingly important.

n

Brand value is generally conceptualised as brand
equity.

n

Customer trust in management and brand
reliability are key to brand equity.

n

A focus on these two dimensions can boost luxury
hotel brand success.

Hsu, Cathy, Oh, Haemoon and Assaf, A. George. (2012)
“A Customer-Based Brand Equity Model for Upscale
Hotels”. Journal of Travel Research, Vol. 51, No. 1, pp.
81-93.
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Music Tempo Key to Tourism Commercial
Effectiveness
Tourism organisations produce commercials with fasttempo music to gain the audience’s attention and increase
message recall, according to the SHTM’s Dr Steve Pan
and a co-author. In a recently published study, the
researchers find that as fast-tempo music demands more
processing resources, advertisers compensate by including
fewer scenes. They suggest that marketing organisations
are “walking on the edge by striking a delicate balance
between aural and visual information load”.

Music as Mood Setter and Memory Trigger

TV commercials (TVCs) commonly use music to gain
the audience’s attention and to convey key messages. The
researchers note that music not only helps to “set the
mood of an encounter”, but also has the potential to alter
the mood of the listener; it can “both soothe and agitate
the emotions”. Hearing music can bring back certain
memories that are associated with the mood created by that
music. The use of music in TVCs can exploit this ability
to create and change the listener’s mood, so watching a
tourism commercial has the potential to create or change
the perception of a destination. Through repetition, music
in a TVC can act as a memory triggers that “helps build a
unique and consistent style” for a brand.
The most important element for creating the mood of
a piece of music is the speed, or tempo – the faster the
tempo, the more notes that must be played per minute.
Although fast-tempo music tends to be perceived as
happier and more attention gaining, it contains more
information than slow tempo music and requires more
resources for processing. The researchers observe that fasttempo music in TVCs is normally “combined with less
scenes (or shots)” to “reduce the visual information load”.
Although music is an important element of TVCs, and
various characteristics of the music can influence its
effectiveness, little is known about the use of music in
tourism commercials specifically. The researchers thus
set out to “explore how music, as one of advertising’s
executional cues, is used in tourism TVCs”. Their
intention was to identify the characteristics of tourism
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TVCs to provide post-production guidelines to national
tourism organisations (NTOs).

Analysis of Tourism Commercials Worldwide

The researchers analysed the content of 95 TVCs produced
by NTOs to identify their aural and visual characteristics
and provide guidelines on how music can be used most
effectively by destination marketing organisations. The
commercials came from Europe (36.8%), the Americas
(27.4%), Asia and the Pacific (20%), Africa (8.4%)
and the Middle East (7.4%). They were downloaded
from YouTube but had been broadcast on international
television channels.
To conduct the analysis, the researchers quantified various
aspects of the musical content, including the tempo, the
type of music – jingle, parody of a chart hit or a chart hit –
whether the music was instrumental or vocal, and whether
slogans were incorporated into the lyrics. They also
considered whether silence was used before key messages,
whether voiceovers where included and the content of any
voiceover narration.
In analysing the visual content of tourism TVCs, the
researchers examined their duration, number of scenes
and type of editing. They further analysed six commercials
produced by NTOs “considered to be good at destination
branding” to provide more in-depth understanding of the
role that music plays in tourism TVCs.

Fast Tempo Music to Attract Attention

The tourism TVCs were comparatively long, with an
average duration of 43.32 seconds, presumably because
consumers “require more and detailed information” on
a destination before buying a holiday. In terms of the
number of scenes, the researchers found that the average
was 14.65 shots per 30 seconds, which is “at the lower end
of the range” of 15-20 shots found in general TVCs. The
tourism TVCs tended to use “montage editing”, with each
shot lasting an average of 2.32 seconds, slightly longer
than the 2 seconds in general TVCs that use this type of
editing.

3
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Analysis of the TVCs’ musical content found that the
average number of beats per minute was 117.75, and
almost half had an unusually high 120 beats or more. Fast
tempo music can create information overload, particularly
if the “information load of the advertising message” is
also high. Thus, fast music is usually associated with fewer
scenes per minute to compensate for the high processing
load. However, the number of scenes in the tourism
commercials was only slightly reduced. The researchers
suggest that these TVCs “favoured higher tempo music
even though the information load for the advertising
message is high” because they wanted to gain attention
and increase message recall.
Other findings reveal that tourism TVCs tend not to use
chart hits, preferring to “create music (or jingles) that can
match their own messages and images”. The researchers
suggest this may be the case because uniqueness is a
“very desirable quality” in advertising and using familiar
popular music “might not do the trick”. The commercials
also tended to use instrumental rather than vocal music,
perhaps to reduce the information load from the fast tempo
music. Few commercials incorporated jingles, which
the researchers attributed to budget limitations because
“specially written jingles are usually more expensive”.

about right for a 30-second commercial. The fast tempo
combined with a slight reduction in visual information
will ensure the audience’s attention without creating
a processing overload. Future effort is now needed, the
researchers comment, to determine exactly how audiences
balance that audio and visual information they receive
from tourism TVCs.

Points to Note
n

Music sets the mood of TV commercials and
improves recall.

n

Tourism commercials tend to use fast-tempo
music that grabs attention.

n

Fast music is balanced by reduced visual content
to avoid information overload.

n

The ideal balance is 120 beats per minute and 15
scenes for a 30-second commercial.

Pan, Steve and Hanusch, Folker. (2011). “Tourism TV
Commercials: A Delicate Balance Between Aural and
Visual Information Load”. Journal of Travel & Tourism
Marketing, Vol. 28, pp. 465-480.

Good-Branding Destination Commercials
Differ Slightly

A more in-depth analysis of the TVCs produced by six
“good-branding” destinations – New Zealand, India,
Spain, Australia, Dubai, Ireland and Malaysia – revealed
few differences between these and other TVCs. The
tempo of the music in the good-branding commercials
was slightly lower, with an average of 108.48 beats per
minute rather than 117.75, and had slightly fewer scenes
per minute (27.79 compared with 29.35 for others). The
researchers conclude that although these destinations
reduced the amount of aural information, they did not
seek to take advantage of this by increasing the visual
information load.

Balancing Attention and Overload

The study’s findings provide helpful guidelines on aural
and visual information loads for the producers of tourism
TVCs. For instance, the researchers suggest that if an
NTO aims to produce a 30-second commercial and
“wants to squeeze in 25 shots/scenes, this is uncommon
and may not be feasible”. They note that music with
around 120 beats per minute and roughly 15 scenes is
4
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Travel Guidebooks Must Inform
The most important purpose of a travel guidebook,
according to the SHTM’s Dr Simon Wong and Gladys
Liu, is to highlight functional information such as
attractions, food and new experiences. In a recent study
the researchers show that independent travellers in
particular refer to guidebooks to find information that will
help them plan their itineraries and travel more efficiently.
The quality of the information is also important, and must
be “accurate, concise, up-to-date and objective”. These
findings will help to inform publishers of the features that
travellers find most useful when purchasing a guidebook.

Role of Guidebooks

Because travel often involves visiting unknown destinations,
travellers need to use guidebooks to help them make
choices about their destinations and to plan their trips.
Guidebooks provide descriptions of the destination and
places of interest, details of accommodation, restaurants
and activities, and factual information on the climate,
currency and customs. In short they shape travellers’
expectations.
Guidebooks can also be used as reference sources during
trips. While those travellers who book comprehensive
package tours may not need to make further decisions once
they have chosen their destination, the researchers observe
that for independent travellers, “an ongoing process of
travel decision making may be required”.

Guidebook Content

However, knowing which guidebook to choose is not
always straightforward. The researchers explain that “there
are hundreds if not thousands of travel guidebooks on the
market”. Amongst these are many that focus on different
aspects of the same destination. There is a broad division
between those guidebooks that focus on the destination
and those that develop a theme, which heavily influences
the content. Some provide information on a particular
country’s food, accommodation and transportation,
whereas others focus on specific activities or facilities such
as diving and spas.
The researchers thus set out to identify what travellers need
from guidebooks, including differences among different
groups of travellers, and to make recommendations to
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publishers about how they can tailor information to
travellers’ different requirements.

A Survey of Hong Kong Residents

The researchers conducted a two-part study to examine
the use of guidebooks among Hong Kong residents. First,
15 people who had recently travelled by air for leisure
purposes were interviewed about their use of guidebooks
before and during their trips. The information thus
generated helped to shape a questionnaire with which
the researchers surveyed 402 Hong Kong residents who
were planning leisure travel in the next 12 months. The
respondents were asked about their reasons for using a
guidebook and elements of their travel plans such as their
intended destination and length of trip.
A majority of the respondents were female (56.5%)
and most were aged between 18 and 35 (68.7%). Over
half were university educated (59.7%), but the largest
single group earned incomes of less than HK$5,000 per
month (31.1%). A majority of the trips were to be to
Japan, Taiwan or mainland China (59.2%) and most of
the respondents intended taking either an all-inclusive
package tour or a basic package tour (68.2%). A majority
planned to travel with friends (59.6%) and almost all of
the respondents indicated that they would travel without
bringing children (90.7%).

Traveller Needs

In analysing the survey results, the researchers identified
a range of needs that these travellers indicated they would
have when using guidebooks. The respondents noted
that “functional needs” or the “immediate and direct
utilitarian necessities that must be fulfilled if the trip is to
proceed successfully” were the most significant. “Itinerary
improvement needs” or the necessity of acquiring “extra
information for improving the trip”, were the second
most important. Ranked third were “quality information
needs”, referring to whether the information is accurate,
objective and up-to-date.
One of the less important needs was “travel partners’
needs” – planning a trip according to the specific needs
of travelling companions such as the elderly, children or
the disabled. The least important set of needs was “sign
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needs”, such as advising others on vacation matters or
answering other people’s questions.

Traveller Characteristics and the Importance
of Needs

The importance of some of the needs varied according
to participants’ age, education level and income level.
For instance, those aged between 26 and 45 were less
concerned about aesthetic needs – the use of pictures
to visualise a destination. The researchers suggest that
this group is more concerned that “time is money” than
with the imagination; they tend to have higher incomes
and travel to escape from their busy lives and seek new
experiences.
Differences also emerged between respondents in terms of
their “destination, mode of travel, length of trip, number
of prior visits to the destination, travel companions and
number of children. For example, those who intended
to stay longer at their destination tended to place more
importance on their itinerary improvement needs. The
researchers suggest that “the more time available at the
destination, the more flexible and customised the itinerary
can become”.
Those respondents with children focused more on special
services and facilities and sought information about theme
parks, zoos and aquariums. The older respondents tended
to be more concerned about their travel partners’ needs
than were younger respondents because, according to the
researchers, “older people usually travel with their children
or their spouse who may have special needs”.

because guidebooks that are produced in collaboration
with travel organisations may be seen as untrustworthy
and less credible.

Both Practical Information and Inspiration

Overall, the researchers suggest that travellers look
to guidebooks to find functional information on a
destination. However, differences in the priority given to
different needs may vary. Apart from practical information,
guidebooks can provide comprehensive information that
offers “an insight into prospective experiences” and thus
have the “capacity to inspire the traveller”.

Points to Note
n

Travel guidebooks are usually the first source of
information for travellers.

n

Practical information on the destination is the
most important factor.

n

Travellers’ needs vary according to their
demographic and travel characteristics.

n

Information needs to be perceived as credible,
independent and up-to-date.

Wong, Chak Keung Simon and Liu, Fung Ching Gladys.
(2011). “A study of pre-trip use of travel guidebooks
by leisure travellers”. Tourism Management, 32(3), pp.
616-628.

Recommendations for Publishers

In light of these findings, the researchers make a number
of practical recommendations for guidebook publishers.
They suggest that the focus should be on providing
practical information that can be continuously updated.
For instance, users would like information on the opening
hours and entrance fees of attractions and how to get there.
Information on new experiences would also attract those
with higher incomes, who tend to plan more personalised
and innovative trips.
As aesthetic and hedonic needs are important to Hong
Kong travellers, particular attention should be paid to the
content of communications, which might include “word
selection, use of visuals and writing style”. Publishers
should also remain independent, urge the researchers,
6
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Trust Drives Empowerment in Chinese Hotels
Trust in individual employees and their merits lies at
the heart of empowerment in Asian hotel management,
according to recently published research from the SHTM’s
Dr Catherine Cheung, Dr Alan Wong and a coauthor.
The researchers carried out an in-depth study of middleand senior-level hotel managers in China to examine their
perceptions and practice of empowerment. The individualcentric conceptualisation of empowerment they identify
contrasts with the organisation-driven view that prevails
in the West. This serves, note the researchers, as a warning
to international hotel companies and expatriate managers
against “the application of the concept beyond the
developed country environment”.

Defining Empowerment

In hotel management, empowerment is the practice of
providing non-managerial front-line employees with
the autonomy and opportunities to make decisions
and exercise discretion in mediating between the hotel
organisation and its customers. It involves the sharing of
information, rewards and power with employees and a
chance to develop their abilities and job performance skills,
and is seen as beneficial to both employer and employee.
Empowerment is thus inherently psychological, reflecting
an individual’s feelings of self-control and self-efficacy”,
the researchers note. The concept, then, should capture
the nature of the manager-subordinate relationship.
However, empowerment is most commonly understood
from a Western perspective, and the researchers note that
there is evidence casting “serious doubt on the applicability
of workplace empowerment, in its Westernized form,
within cultures where managerial structures are, perhaps,
more formal and power distance is greater”.
China, which is generally considered a high power-distance
culture, has witnessed a dramatic expansion of international
hotel chains in recent years, with a concomitant and
uncritical importation of management theory and
practices from the West. Yet there are cultural factors at
both the managerial and employee levels that may hinder
empowerment in China – and Asia more widely.
At the managerial level, habitual ways of thinking, fear of
anarchy, personal insecurity, a lack of skills to mentor and
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support employees, and the absence of top management
examples can be problematic. At the employee level,
“traditions of hierarchy, fear of retaliation, the attitude
that empowerment is ‘not my job’, failure to identify
empowerment, and suspicion and pessimism” dampen
enthusiasm for empowerment. Additionally, Chinese
society tends to be relationship-based, with business
operation underpinned by guanxi or personal networks,
whereas empowerment is conceptualised in the West at
the organisational level.

Chinese Hotel Managers Surveyed

The researchers set out to determine “which factors affect
employee empowerment practices” in a non-Western hotel
management context. Of specific concern was learning how
Asian managers perceived the meaning of empowerment,
the value and limitations in applying empowerment, for
whom, where and in what situations empowerment can be
implemented, the policies that should accompany the use
of empowerment and the obstacles to either implementing
or sustaining empowerment.
Choosing Chinese managers and their experience with
rapidly growing international hotel chains as representative
of the Asian whole, the researchers carried out a survey
amongst 45 middle- and senior-level managers of both
domestic and international hotels. All of the respondents
were enrolled in a Master of Science in Hotel and Tourism
Management programme in Hangzhou. Twelve of the
initial respondents were asked to participate in two focusgroup sessions to further refine the ides generated by the
survey.
Half of the respondents were women, and the sample was
roughly split between managers in their 20s with a few
years of hotel management experience and higher-ranking
managers in their 30s and 40s with 10 or more years of
experience under their belts. Only just over 15% earned
more than RMB20,000 per month, with nearly threequarters on a monthly salary of less than RMB15,000.

Situational and Structural Empowerment

The hotel managers perceived a clear distinction between
situational and structural empowerment, with the majority
more comfortable with the situational variety. An example
7
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of structural empowerment, as defined by one respondent,
is a restaurant manager promoting a waiter to team leader
to improve operational efficiency.

have strong influences on empowerment” within the
Chinese hotel industry.

Situational empowerment, in contrast, involves managers
empowering trusted employees in specific situations
and thus for a limited duration. For example, a front
desk employee is trusted to deal directly with customer
complaints about hotel charges during a busy period or
the accounts department to coordinate a government
audit. In this way, the researchers explain, “empowerment
is the key to enabling effective management”.

The implementation of empowerment in Chinese hotels
faces considerable challenges, and will require adjustments
on the part of both multinational hotel chains and local
managers. The chains will need a firm understanding of
the cultural differences that the researchers outline. Local
managers, in contrast, must learn to base decisions on
competition between employees and “contributions to
the organization” rather than on “trust and family status”.
What is most certain is that the uncritical application of
management theory across cultures and contexts is not an
option.

The greatest divergence with the Western view, which
sees empowerment as “a general managerial tool that is
applicable throughout organizations”, is that in China
it is based on “situational factors relating to need”, the
researchers emphasise. Hence, power is delegated only
during busy periods, in high-pressure situations and crises,
or in the absence of key managerial staff, and it is then
withdrawn afterwards.

Applying Empowerment in Chinese Hotels

Points to Note
n

Empowerment in China is grounded in trust and
personal relationships.

n

Chinese hotel managers favour a situational view
of empowerment.

n

Chinese hotel managers view relatives as the most
trustworthy employees.

n

Western management practices cannot be applied
uncritically in China.

Trust and Interpersonal Relationships

Of even greater note was the extent to which the hotel
managers surveyed emphasised the importance of trust and
interpersonal relationships in empowerment decisions.
“Crucially”, the researchers point out, “managers must
personally know staff members who are to be empowered,
or a person whom the manager trusts must recommend
them”. A majority of respondents believed they should
empower responsible and reliable staff regardless of their
job description. During the focus group discussions,
“personal trust” was repeatedly linked with empowerment
and explicitly tied to guanxi.

Cheung, Catherine, Baum, Tom and Wong, Alan. (2012)
“Relocating Empowerment as a Management Concept
for Asia”. Journal of Business Research, Vol. 65, No. 1,
pp. 36-41.

Interestingly, those cited as most reliable and trustworthy
were family members or other close relatives. Several
respondents stated that important departments, such
as purchasing and finance, should be entrusted only to
relatives, citing examples of “outsiders” being so entrusted
with deleterious consequences.
In individualist countries, leaders select in-group members
based on competence and contribution to the organisation.
Favouring family members in any way would be viewed
as nepotism and considered unethical. Yet in collectivist
countries such as China, in-group members are selected
on the basis of personal relationships. The researchers note
that this indicates “that traditional Chinese cultural values
8
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Cultural Values Influence Service Provision
Cultural values have a significant influence on service
delivery in Hong Kong’s tourism and hospitality sectors,
according to the SHTM’s Dr Nelson Tsang in a recently
published research paper. Dr Tsang surveyed frontline
staff to identify the link between specifically Chinese
cultural values and service delivery and determine the
most influential of those values. He argues that the human
resource professionals and managers of multinational
service firms “must work to analyse Western organisation
management concepts and methods critically” to evaluate
“how their core values differ from those of the Chinese”.
The management implications for these firms are
considerable.

Service Delivery in a Globalised Industry

The provision of services is becoming an increasingly
global business in parallel with China’s rise as an economic
power. At the same time, intensifying competition amongst
tourist destinations and service firms at the international
level means that those firms are increasingly looking to
their employees “as a long-term source of differentiation
and competitive superiority”. Success or failure in service
delivery is largely a matter of the attitudes and behaviour
of customer-contact staff, Dr Tsang notes, “especially in
services with a high level of interaction between customers
and employees”, such as those in the tourism industry.
Staff attitudes and behaviour are profoundly influenced by
cultural values, remarks Dr Tsang, although little attention
has been paid to the link between those values and service
delivery. However, there is ample evidence of significant
cultural differences between East and West, which are
broadly held to display ‘collectivist’ and ‘individualist’
orientations, respectively.
Although some forms of behaviour are universal, there
are clear cultural differences in social distance, acceptable
levels of bodily contact, self-presentation, gestures, facial
expressions, status and politeness, all of which have
implications for service delivery. If the managers and
human resource professionals of international tourism and
hospitality firms are to develop culturally appropriate staff
training programmes to improve service provision in their
Hong Kong and Chinese mainland branches, Dr Tsang
explains, they need to be aware of both culturally specific
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and culturally compatible practices.

Chinese Cultural Values Rated

Dr Tsang set out to determine which Chinese cultural values
have the greatest impact on service delivery by frontline
staff in Hong Kong’s major tourism and hospitality sectors
and identify their underlying dimensions. Seven hundred
and ninety hotel, travel agency, catering and theme-park
employees completed a questionnaire asking them to rate
32 cultural values identified for their relevance to tourism
and hospitality.
Just over half of the respondents were male (51%), the
majority worked in travel agencies (41%) and hotels
(36%), and most were under the age of 30 (65%). The
majority (81%) had a secondary school level of education,
with most of the remainder having completed university
or technical college studies. More than half (64%) earned
between HK$5,000 and HK$9,000 per month. Dr Tsang
noted that these demographics are typical of frontline staff
in Hong Kong.

Cultural Influencers of Service Provision

The Chinese cultural values that the respondents perceived
to have the greatest impact on service delivery were
courtesy, trustworthiness, harmony with others, tolerance
of others and self-cultivation. Dr Tsang remarks that
these values, when combined, can best be considered
as providing a five-part structure “that influences the
attitude or behaviour of service employees in providing
service”. That structure covers the broad dimensions of
‘attitude towards work’, ‘attitude towards people’, ‘moral
discipline’, ‘status and relationships’ and ‘moderation’.
The first dimension, ‘attitude towards work’, was
associated with the largest number of values, including
those that emphasise the importance of hard work and a
group orientation in the workplace. Both of these values
are central to the Confucian ideology that underpins Hong
Kong society. In the first place, the benefits to employers
of employees who value hard work are self-evident.
Dr Tsang further suggests that “human resource managers
can gain a better understanding of how group orientation
values are associated with attitudes”. A group orientation
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is particularly important in ensuring co-worker support,
which can in turn be used to assess the attitude of an
employee in terms of organisational socialisation, or
how the “employee interacts with, and is accepted and
supported by, peers in the workplace”.

Human Factors

The other four cultural dimensions are more related to
human values. The ‘attitudes towards people’ dimension
includes such values as harmony with others, courtesy
and trustworthiness. “It would be prudent for tourism
and hotel managers, particularly expatriate managers”,
Dr Tsang writes, “to embrace this important dimension
by facilitating favourable interpersonal relationships”.
‘Moral discipline’, the third dimension, contains personal
traits that may help employees to “avoid deceptive and
dishonest practices in their pursuit of satisfying customer
and guest needs”. Both dimensions bode well for a happy
workplace and satisfactory service delivery.
In contrast, the fourth and fifth dimensions, ‘status
and relationships’ and ‘moderation’, pose considerable
challenges for human resource professionals and managers
in the tourism industry. The status and relationships
dimension is associated with hierarchical and social
relationship values that emphasise respect for elders and
authority. Hence, employees prefer their superiors to make
decisions, and “accept and expect power to be distributed
unequally”, Dr Tsang notes. The problem is that this “may
destroy the sense of proactive participation” encouraged
by managers with a Western orientation and “prevent
fully autonomous and flexible teamwork”.

that the cultural assumptions underlying Western
management theory and practice may not be appropriate
for Chinese organisations. For example, although
empowerment may be a good motivator in the West, it is
at odds with the collectivist orientation of Chinese society.
That orientation may encourage a commitment to the
team, but the accompanying emphasis on hierarchy and
risk-avoidance militates against it. Dr Tsang concludes
that these firms must develop human resource and service
strategies that are “based upon principles derived from
these specific values, beliefs, and social relationships and
interactions”.

Points to Note
n

Chinese cultural values affect service delivery in
Hong Kong’s hospitality and tourism sectors.

n

Human resource and management practices based
on Western cultural values are inappropriate in
Hong Kong.

n

Hard work and group orientation in Chinese
society promote high-quality service provision.

n

Hierarchy and risk-avoidance present challenges
to the promotion of autonomy and proactive
decision making.

Tsang, Nelson. (2011) “Dimensions of Chinese Culture
Values in Relation to Service Provision in Hospitality
and Tourism Industry”. International Journal of
Hospitality Management, Vol. 30, pp. 670-679.

Similarly, ‘moderation’, which values aiming at ‘the mean’
between two extremes, leads to risk-avoidance, an aversion
to uncertainty and a reluctance to make even simple
decisions without consulting superiors, which presents
considerable barriers to autonomy. This may explain
“why Chinese employees are reluctant to accept the added
responsibility and risk involved with empowerment”, Dr
Tsang suggests. Valuing moderation, they tend to believe
that there is “no incentive to doing more than what is
required”, particularly as doing something wrong may
result in punishment and a loss of face.

Cultural Values Must Inform Managerial
Practice

Dr Tsang’s analysis suggests that it is crucial for
multinational tourism and hospitality firms to recognise
10
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Shopping Attracts Female Chinese Tourists to
Hong Kong
Female Chinese tourists are mainly motivated by
shopping and the quality of product, when visiting Hong
Kong according to the SHTM’s Mimi Li and co-authors
in a recently published research paper. Examining the
travel motivations and behaviour of Chinese women, the
researchers identify Hong Kong’s allure as a “shopping
paradise”. They also show that mainland women visit
Hong Kong to increase their knowledge of the city,
enhance their own prestige and enjoy the city’s modern
image. Given that mainland Chinese women constitute
an increasingly important sector of the travel market in
Hong Kong, the researchers’ findings have important
implications for the local tourism industry.

as a lucrative market” of which Chinese female tourists
represent a huge potential segment. As the researchers note,
because women “often dominate spending decisions in
their family, investigation of their behaviour will certainly
have implications for both academia and industry”.

Female Chinese Tourists

Of the 204 women who completed the questionnaire,
the majority (75.5%) were aged below 35 and the rest
were aged 36-55. More than half of the respondents were
single, 35% were travelling with relatives and 31.5% with
friends. Around 85% had chosen to travel independently
rather than with a package tour and the primary purpose
of their visit was either sightseeing or shopping. Half of
the tourists were visiting Hong Kong as a “stopover or
secondary destination”. Almost all had allocated a budget
of between RMB1,001 and RMB 5,000 for shopping.
Although 40% were visiting Hong Kong for the first time,
over 30% visited once a year.

China’s outbound tourism market will see considerable
growth over the coming years, promoted by the country’s
economic development and the liberalisation of its
tourism policy. Female travellers have been an increasingly
large proportion of this market over the last 20 years and
they have become the primary target for many travel
businesses. This increase “echoes the global trend”, suggest
the researchers, with females representing “over 50% of
the world’s travel population”. Women around the world
now have more time and money for travelling, have strong
purchasing power and tend to make the decisions about
whether and where to travel.
Yet the figure of the tourist – the hypothetical traveller
– is still portrayed in masculine terms, with a focus on
adventure and the allure of the exotic. In contrast, and
despite all evidence, femininity is marked by signs of
domesticity with its lack of individual action. Perhaps
this is why there has been little research interest shown
in the travel motivations and behaviour female tourists,
even though women “hold dramatically different values
than men regarding travel”. To compound the problem,
remark the researchers, what little is known about the
topic has been derived almost exclusively from Western
societies.
It is important to increase our understanding of this area,
because “the world is looking at Chinese outbound tourism
School of Hotel and Tourism Management

Female Chinese Tourists Surveyed

To investigate the behaviour and motivations of female
Chinese travellers, the researchers conducted a survey at
major tourist locations in Hong Kong. The questionnaire
measured the respondents’ travel motivations and covered
topics such as the length of stay, travel companions and
expenses.

The researchers analysed the respondents’ replies to the
questionnaire to identify the underlying ‘push’ and ‘pull’
motivations of their travel. They identified four separate
‘push’ factors that led to the women wanting to travel
outside of mainland China: ‘knowledge and prestige’,
‘enhancement of social relationships’, ‘rest and relaxation’
and ‘adventure and excitement’. The five ‘pull’ factors
that attracted the women to Hong Kong were ‘modern
image’, ‘natural environment and attractions’, ‘safety and
cleanliness’, ‘ease of tour arrangement’ and ‘shopping’.

Shopping in Hong Kong

The top two motivations for visiting Hong Kong were
shopping and the quality of goods. According to the
researchers, shopping is not only an “especially significant
factor in considering women’s travel needs”, but it also
11
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tends to generate repeat visits. Furthermore, Hong Kong
is known as “a shopping paradise” that has long been
popular for its “favourable prices and the high quality
of its products”. The researchers point out that Chinese
women are independent and tend to control the finances
of their families and dominate most of the decisions. They
increasingly “seek to spend their cash to make themselves
more feminine and to pamper and spoil themselves”.
Thus, Hong Kong should “do its best to provide unique
and exclusive shopping experiences”.
Knowledge and prestige were also found to be strong
‘push’ factors for Chinese female travellers. A trip to
Hong Kong, write the researchers, offers an opportunity
for Chinese women to see something different, increase
their knowledge of a foreign destination and experience a
different lifestyle. It is also something “they can talk about
with their friends and relatives”. Hong Kong should thus
put “more effort into promoting other types of attractions”
rather than focusing solely on shopping.
Enjoying the modern image of Hong Kong was also an
important motivation, and confirms Hong Kong’s image
as a “showcase of Western culture and lifestyle”. However,
the increasing competition in the region and the high
number of respondents who were visiting Hong Kong as a
secondary destination suggest that to remain competitive,
it should “develop more modern-themed attractions and
activities”.

Influence of ‘Situational’ Factors

Age and income had little effect on how respondents rated
the importance of these different motivations. However,
those with lower educational levels were more likely to
be attracted by the natural environment and attractions
of Hong Kong. Marital status had the greatest effect on
the respondents’ motivations. For instance, knowledge
and prestige were important motivations for married
women, whereas single women were more attracted by
Hong Kong’s “modern image, natural environment
and attractions, safety and cleanliness and ease of tour
arrangement”.

Targeting an important emerging market

By providing insights into the travel motivations of female
Chinese tourists, the researchers indicate how the travel
industry could be targeting this “promising market” more
effectively. Hong Kong should continue to focus on
providing high quality shopping, whilst also promoting
its other attractions and developing new ones. Marketing
strategies could be targeted to appeal to the different
sections of the female Chinese tourist market, to better
serve the needs of an increasingly important segment of
visitors.

Points to Note
n

Female travellers are increasingly important to the
global travel market.

n

Mainland Chinese women are attracted to Hong
Kong because of its high quality shopping and
modern image.

n

Hong Kong could further develop “modernthemed attractions and activities” to attract more
such women.

n

Different sections of the female Chinese travel
market segment will require targeted marketing
activities.

Li, Mimi, Wen, Tong and Leung, Ariel. (2011). “An
Exploratory Study of the Motivation of Chinese
Female Outbound Tourists”. Journal of China Tourism
Research, Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 411-424.

Visitors who were staying for 4-6 days were more
motivated by rest and relaxation and by Hong Kong’s
natural environment and attractions than were visitors
who were staying for 7-10 days, for whom the city’s safety
and cleanliness were the most appealing feature.
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Steps to Success and Celebration
he SHTM has been highly active in the mainland over recent months. With an overall focus on celebrating
anniversaries, the School has also been involved in alumni events, and Dean and Chair Professor Kaye Chon
delivered an impassioned lecture to Xian BA (Conversion) students in Shenzhen recently.

Following the initial gathering in Beijing, attention turned
to Hangzhou on 5 May to jointly celebrate the 15th
Anniversary of Zhejiang University – PolyU collaboration,
as well as Zhejiang University’s 115th anniversary
and PolyU’s 75th anniversary. SHTM alumni were in
attendance at the dinner gathering and thoroughly enjoyed
the very exciting event.
Professor Kaye Chon (first row, middle) delivered the Dean’s Distinguished
Lecture at the Shenzhen Polytechnic

Settle or Soar?
Delivering a very well-attended Dean’s Distinguished
Lecture at the Shenzhen Polytechnic on 24 February,
Dean Chon highlighted the growing importance of Asia
to tourism. Explaining how the SHTM is leading the
emerging Asian paradigm in hospitality and tourism
education, he proclaimed to the audience that “it is now
the time to develop Asia’s leadership in hospitality and
tourism”.
Having described his own experience, Dean Chon
enumerated six essential steps that the students would need
to take in developing their own careers: having a defined
purposed, defined goals, passion, creativity, humility and
integrity and leadership. They had a choice, he said. They
could either stay on the ground like so many others, or
soar high into the wide blue sky like his own inspiration,
Jonathon Livingston Seagull.

Time to Celebrate
The following day, 25 February, saw the launch of alumni
gatherings in celebration of PolyU’s 75th anniversary.

Alumni gathering in Hangzhou

Alumni gathering in Xian

On 16 June, Xian Jiaotong University and PolyU organised
a further dinner gathering to celebrate the 10th anniversary
of their collaboration on such programmes as the Xian
BAC and PolyU’s major milestone. SHTM alumni joined
the nearly 280 participants on the evening, soaking up the
atmosphere and taking the opportunity to rekindle old
friendships.
Whenever and wherever SHTM alumni and staff are
involved, they will always be at the forefront, leading
hospitality and tourism.
Alumni gathering in Beijing
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Leadership, Service and
Management Skills Fostered

A

key element of the SHTM’s educational strategy
is helping the hospitality and tourism industry
to advance through Executive Development
Programmes. Over the last six months, the School has
engaged professionals throughout China and as far away as
Thailand and Finland in mastering the challenges of their
respective sectors.
Staff from the JAMK University of Applied Sciences in
Finland visited the SHTM in March. The programme they
attended reviewed Hong Kong’s hotel and tourism industry
and included lectures on branding and service quality.

Professor Haiyan Song (first row, third from left), SHTM Associate Dean,
and members from Zhejiang University City College

Bridging education and entrepreneurship, students and
teachers from Zhejiang University City College attended
a three-day programme in June to discuss improving
hospitality-related academic research and teacher education
methods and encourage innovation. A five-day Certified
Hospitality Education (CHE) Workshop was subsequently
held in July.

InterContinental Shenzhen staff members

InterContinental Shenzhen staff members attended a
series of lectures over four months on topics ranging from
leadership to international hotel development and revenue
management. Attendees of the three-day programme for the
China Travel Hong Kong (Zhuhai) Ocean Spring Resort
in April exchanged valuable information on optimizing
quality and leadership while managing marketing,
resources, revenue and sales.
Staff from Guangdong (International) Hotel Management
Holdings honed their skills over five days in May as part of
a programme on attracting clients, the quality, marketing
and leadership expected at top hotels and how to manage
revenue and resources. During the same month, delegates
from the Yunnan University of Finance and Economics
visited the School to explore the benefits of applying
experiential learning to hotel and tourism management.
Academics from the Tourism Institute of Beijing Union
University attended a June lecture on financial management.
HORIZONS

Attendees from Jinling Hotels and Resorts Corporation
reaped the benefits of a panel discussion with the Hotel
ICON management team at a three-day programme in
August that offered guidance on quality and customer
service expectations, and the global development trends of
five-star hotels. Also during August, academics and industry
executives from Thailand’s Dusit Thani College attended a
programme on revenue management that covered issues
ranging from forecasting, pricing and distribution to
cultural integration.
The SHTM is building on a world of experience to advance
hospitality and tourism around the globe.

SHTM News

Practices in Four and Five Star Hotels in Hong Kong:
Perspectives from Hong Kong Visitors”. Ms Mak collected
the award at the TTRA Annual Conference in the United
States in June. The School congratulates her on her fine
achievement.

In Brief
HFTP Establishes Centre at SHTM
Hospitality Financial and
Technology Professionals
(HFTP), an internationally
active professional association based in the United States,
has designated the SHTM as its headquarters for the
Asia-Pacific region. Building on the success of the HFTP
PolyU Student Chapter, the organisation will contribute
to the School’s scholarship.

Dean Elected to PATA
Board
SHTM Dean and Chair Professor
Kaye Chon was elected to the
Executive Board of the Pacific Asia Travel Association
(PATA) for two years, with effect from April 2012.

Memorandum of Understanding
Signed with Leading Hotel
On a tour of the School and
its facilities during April, Mr
Pierre Perusset, General
Manager of the Ritz-Carlton
Hong Kong, joined SHTM
Dean, Professor Kaye Chon,
in signing a partnership
agreement to support Workintegrated Education.

Hong Kong Management
Association Visit

Led by General Manager Ms Titania Woo, 35 delegates
from the Hong Kong Management Association visited
the SHTM and Hotel ICON on 28 March. Professor
Cathy Hsu, Associate Dean (Academic Affairs), spoke
to them about “Brand Building Strategies” and a panel
session on the “Integration of Hospitality Training and
Education through Hotel ICON” featured Mr Murray
Mackenzie, SHTM Education Specialist (Integrated
Learning) and Mr Francis Lau, Director of Human
Capital at Hotel ICON.

Young Ambassadors Tour School

SHTM Student Takes Out
Undergraduate Research Award

Thirty-eight participants
in the Hong Kong Young
Ambassador Scheme
2012/13 visited the
School and Hotel ICON
on 19 July. The Scheme is
run annually by Tourism
Commission and the Hong
Kong Federation of Youth Groups, with the Hong Kong
Association for Customer Service Excellence as a coorganiser. It involves young volunteers in the promotion of
Hong Kong as a preferred tourist destination and enhances
their sense of belonging to the city.

SHTM student Ms Amy Mak received the Travel and
Tourism Research Association Desmond Slattery
Undergraduate Research Award this year for her final
year paper entitled “Corporate Social Responsibility

Representatives from the School and Hotel ICON
introduced the young people to the SHTM and hotel
complex and the SHTM’s new education approach with
Hotel ICON at its centre.
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Mr Tony Lui joined
the SHTM on 26
January 2012 as an
Assistant Technical
Officer
Mr Tim Leung joined
the SHTM on 1
February 2012 as a
Clerk.
Mr Jai Choung
joined the SHTM as
a Visiting Lecturer on
1 March 2012. Mr
Choung received his
Associate in Occupational Studies
from the Culinary Institute of
America and BSc and MSc in Hotel
Administration from the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). He
previously taught at the UNLV, and
has extensive experience in F&B
management.
Ms Selina Li joined
the SHTM on 23 April
2012 as an Executive
Assistant. She is mainly
responsible for counter services and
providing administrative support in
the Che-woo Lui Hotel and Tourism
Resource Centre.
Mr Eric Wu joined the
SHTM on 26 April
2012 as an Executive
Assistant. He mainly
provides administrative
support to the Food and Beverage
Office.
Ms Denise Law joined
the SHTM on 2 May
2012 as an Executive
Officer. She supports
the Food and Beverage Office and
events and activities organised for the
Food & Wine Academy.
HORIZONS

Ms Sammy Guo
joined the SHTM as a
Research Assistant on
21 May 2012.
Mr Dick Wong has
been promoted to
Executive Assistant
with effect from 1 June
2012.
Ms Carol Zhang
joined the SHTM as a
Research Assistant on 5
June 2012.
Mr Yong Chen joined
the SHTM as a
Research Assistant on
11 June 2012.
Dr Bing Pan joined
the SHTM as a
Visiting Associate
Professor for 12
months from 18 June
2012. Dr Pan received
his Ph.D. in Tourism Management
from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. He is currently
an Associate Professor and Head of
Research, Office of Tourism Analysis,
at the Department of Hospitality and
Tourism Management at College of
Charleston in the United States.
Ms Flora Ng has been
promoted to Executive
Officer with effect
from 1 July 2012.

Ms Pauline Ngan
has been promoted
to Senior Marketing
Manager with effect
from 1 July 2012.

Mr Murphy Tang
has been promoted to
Senior Information
Technology Officer
with effect from 1 July 2012.
Dr Henry Tsai has
been promoted to
Associate Professor with
effect from 1 July 2012.
Ms Kelly Wang has
been promoted to
Senior Clerk with effect
from 1 July 2012.
Ms Almen Yau has
been promoted to
School Secretary with
effect from 1 July
2012.
Dr Yong-hee Kim
joined the SHTM as
an Assistant Professor
on 31 July 2012.
Dr Kim received
her Ph.D. with a special focus on
Strategic Hospitality Management
from Pennsylvania State University.
She previously worked as a Lecturer
at PolyU’s School of Professional
Education and Executive
Development (SPEED).
Mr Ellis Norman
joined the SHTM as
a Visiting Lecturer
on 1 August 2012.
Mr Norman received a BA in
Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional
Management from Michigan State
University and an MBA from the
University of Chicago. He is an
emeritus faculty member at the
William F. Harrah College of Hotel
Administration at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.

Food and Beverage Activities

Special Guests and
Student Quests

F

ood and beverage activities at the SHTM kept
up their usual rapid pace over the last sixth
months, with evening events at Bistro 1979, an
expansion of the Food and Wine Academy approach and
further integration into the operations of Hotel ICON.
Underpinning all activities was student learning, the
School’s main focus and major contribution to the future
of hospitality and tourism around the world.
The SHTM’s training restaurant, Bistro 1979, has been the
scene of numerous themed evening events since February.
Drawing on a successful blueprint established last year, the
School again teamed up with PolyU’s International Affairs
office and various embassies and consulates general to host
themed evenings, each focusing on a specific country’s
culture, language and cuisine. At each event, students were
involved in preparing the meals and acted as waiters during
the course of the dinner.
A recent highlight of the series was the British event
featuring guest chef Anthony Fletcher and a very topical
Olympic Games theme.
Reflecting on the strength of the events overall, SHTM
Education Specialist (Integrated Learning) Mr Murray
Mackenzie noted that they were “very, very successful” and
valuable to the students who participated.

Chef Anthony Fletcher and SHTM
students at work

Food and Wine Academy Broadens Scope
Mr Mackenzie also highlighted the broadening scope of
the Food and Wine Academy, a joint initiative of the
School and Hotel ICON to promote learning through
educational and practical workshops. Open to the public,
the workshops also involve students and help to hone their
skills. They have covered various areas in recent months,
including wine tasting, whisky tasting, tea tasting and a
series on sweets and desserts.
A recent highlight was the time spent at Hotel ICON by
renowned chef Qui Wei Guo and his team from the White
Swan Hotel in Guangzhou.
Ranked as one of the ‘Ten
Outstanding Chefs in
Guangdong, Hong Kong
and Macau’, the celebrated
Chef de Cuisine served
an array of traditional
Cantonese dim sum for
guests at Above & Beyond.

Chef Qui Wei Guo
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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theoretical classes – so it gives them more information,
more knowledge, more theory, that will improve them as
employees.”
He continued by commenting that in the theoretical
classes, “we’re looking at management skills – how to
become a good manager through listening, motivating,
communicating, delegating, those sorts of things. And then
they apply that. The kitchen and restaurant are the vehicles
to apply those skills.”
Miele workshop at the SHTM

Earlier, in May, the German appliance manufacturer Miele
held a ventilation workshop in the School’s Vinoteca
Lab, with a cookery induction hob and extraction system
demonstration area. Mr Mackenzie was very happy to note
that other organisations had contacted him wanting to get
involved. This, he said, will be very beneficial to the School
as the objective is to cover “the whole area of hospitality”.
Looking ahead, the workshops in
October will be dedicated to Spanish
cuisine, with the School teaming
up with FoFo restaurant and the
Spanish chef’s association to feature
the creations of chef Alex Fargas. In
November, three Michelin-rated
Swedish chefs will return for a second
workshop and gala dinner in the Bistro
1979 following a very successful visit
last year.

Further Integration
Hotel ICON

with

An increasing number of students are
also gaining the opportunity to apply
their skills in Hotel ICON, with the
process underway to further integrate
food and beverage teaching and
learning into the hotel’s operations.
At the most obvious level is the increased number of
internships that SHTM students are undertaking in the
hotel, which places them in highly structured programmes
that allow them a broad overview of how a hotel works.
Perhaps a little less obviously, students are also undertaking
projects that have a bearing on the hotel’s operations. Mr
Mackenzie mentioned that the range of projects was being
widened: “we’re starting to develop new projects and we’re
talking to the hotel now about areas that they need to have
researched and ideas that students can help with”.

Exciting as they are, none of these workshops would be
valuable to the School if they did not specifically address
student learning needs. Mr Mackenzie noted that they
“build on what students are being taught in the classroom
– in the kitchen lab, the restaurant and also in their
HORIZONS

This is the sort of thing for which the hotel was built. Not
only will students become better potential employees,
but they will also gain experience in one of Hong Kong’s
most renowned hotels. That will make their futures ever
brighter.

Student Activities

Students do SHTM Proud

T

he SHTM’s undergraduate students not only excel in their own right,
but also very ably represent the School both overseas and here in Hong
Kong. Over the last six months, SHTM students have attended the
Young Hoteliers Summit in Switzerland, undertaken a study tour to Sweden and
been involved in a community engagement exhibition in Tsim Sha Tsui. Read
on to find out more about their experiences and achievements.

Unique Opportunity to Learn at Young Hoteliers
Summit
“A truly remarkable and rewarding experience” is how
SHTM student Daniel Liu descried the Young Hoteliers
Summit held at the Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne from 19
to 21 March. Along with fellow BSc in Hotel Management
students Crystal Liu and Edward Lai, Mr Liu served as
an ambassador for the School at the Summit, taking the
opportunity to meet other hospitality students from around
the world and participate in workshops, focus groups and
panel discussions.

teams present their results on the final day of the Summit.
This year’s challenge, set by Hyatt International, was to
revise an existing graduate programme to better reflect the
needs and expectations of graduates.
On behalf of the SHTM group, Mr Liu extended his
“heartfelt thanks to the SHTM for supporting us” in what
he described as a “unique opportunity”.

Stockholm Welcomes International Tourism
Students

Mr Liu was particularly impressed with the panel
discussions, which exposed the SHTM group to multiple
perspectives on hospitality issues. Networking opportunities
also abounded, and the students made fast friendships over
the three days.
The highlight of the event was the annual Challenge,
which requires teams of student representatives of
different universities to devise practical proposals to meet
employment-related challenges in the hospitality sector. All

Professor Bob McKercher led an almost 100-strong
contingent of SHTM International Tourism Studies
students to Sweden from 12 to 16 March this year. The
group attended a series of hospitality and tourism themed
lectures presented by guest speakers at the University of
Stockholm School of Business, and undertook their own
research projects. Another feature of the tour was the
opportunity to visit the sights of the “capital of Scandinavia”
and the surrounding countryside accompanied by host
university students.
The SHTM students chose Stockholm as their destination
because its mature tourism industry is very different
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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from that of Hong Kong, and increasing
numbers of Chinese tourists are travelling to
Scandinavia. The trip had the added benefit
of allowing Professor McKercher to spend
time with one of his former SHTM Ph.D.
students, Dr Patrick L’Espoir Decosta, who
is now a Visiting Assistant Professor at the
School of Business in Stockholm. Dr Decosta
helped to make all of the arrangements to
host the Hong Kong contingent.
Of the students on the trip, Mr Victor Lau, commented that it
was “a truly valuable learning experience, where students could
actually demonstrate their creativity and research capabilities by
selecting a topic and conducting a study on their own.”
The SHTM contingent was also impressed with the welcome it
received in Stockholm. “The cooperation from almost everyone
in Sweden was an unexpected pleasure”, Professor McKercher recalled.
“We were able to get access to senior people (VP Marketing for Scandic,
the CEO of the Stockholm Tourism Board, directors of Visit Sweden),
which would not have been possible in most other places.”
The visit proved to be an experience that none of the students will ever
forget.

Energising Tsim Sha Tsui
Jason Chow, Thomas Iu, Nikki Li and Sharon Lo, Year One students in
the BSc(Hons) in Hotel Management programme, were well rewarded
for hard work this May when their proposal entitled “Energetic Tsim Sha
Tsui” was selected by the Hong Kong Heritage Project and The Peninsula
Hong Kong for inclusion in the Our Tsim Sha Tsui – Past, Present &
Future community engagement exhibition at the Hong Kong Heritage
Discovery Centre.
With the exhibition dedicated to arousing interest in and encouraging
appreciation of Kowloon, the students focused on the physical and
health-related activities on offer in the area.
They highlighted cycling trails, Kung Fu
Square, the 360 Tea House and spa facilities.
The students were honoured during a special
prize presentation at the exhibition opening
ceremony on 10 May, when they were handed
their award by The Peninsula General Manager
Ms Rainy Chan. The exhibition ran from May
to the beginning of this month.

HORIZONS

SHTM Students’ Association

Nexus of Activity

A

fter a flurry of electioneering and week-long
voting in mid-February this year, the SHTM
Students’ Association (SHTMSA) gained a
new executive committee for its eighth session. Led by
presidential candidate Roy Mak, the Nexus team ran
with a theme of “defy gravity; dream beyond infinity”
and poured their creativity into devising futuristic
campaign videos even as they fashioned a credible
programme of events for the coming year.
The team had four broad goals on entering the election race.
It sought to create unity within the SHTMSA, enhance
cohesion among Association members, provide welfare
for members and organise a range of functions that would
interest the student body. At an inauguration ceremony on
27 April the team took on its official role, with Mr Mak as
president, Elvis Wong as Internal Vice-President, Ida Hung
as External Vice-President, Candy Wu as General Secretary
and 11 other members filling various secretarial roles.
Last month the team was on hand for the SHTM’s
registration day, helping out existing students on 1

August and new four-year curriculum students on 22
August. Earlier this month they took part in the Common
Orientation Programme, and will hold an Orientation
Camp in the middle of the month. Other upcoming
activities include a table manner class, a grooming class,
the yearly mega sale, the always anticipated Annual Dinner
for third year students in February, and a sports camp.
Speaking about the team’s most important plan for the new
academic year, External Vice-President Ida Hung said “in
January we will have a study tour”. This could be a fabulous
opportunity for students to experience the entertainment
and cultural aspects of the ‘Korean wave’ firsthand, but
Ms Hung cautions that the destination is still subject to
confirmation.
As active on campus as they are on Facebook, this is a
forward thinking executive with an eye firmly on moving
the SHTMSA and its members ahead. The School wishes
them all the best as they make their way through an actionpacked year!

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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M

ore than 100 people attended an
Elite of the Elite ceremony on 27
March to celebrate the achievements
of the SHTM’s highest performing students.
One hundred and forty students were eligible
for the School’s Academic Achievement
Award for maintaining GPAs of 3.7 or above
during Semester One 2011/2012. The SHTM
congratulates the following recipients.
BA(Hons) in Hotel and
Catering Management

KWAN Hoi Yan

WONG Ho Yan

CHENG Hoi Nga

KWOK Tsz Kwan

WONG Sin Ching Anna

CHENG Manguo

LAI Yuhang

WONG Suet Ping

DING Jiayang

LAM Hiu Ning Elaine

WONG Sze Pui

FUNG Hing Man

LAU Cheung Hoi

WU Kit Wing Ophelia

KONG Hoi Chun Steven

LEE Pui Yi

YEUNG Ching Yi

LAM Chi Hin

LEUNG Mei Wun

YIP Chui Fong

LEE Yung Hing

LI Chun Lok

YU King Ching

LEUNG Sze Wing

LI Hoi Kei Jacqueline

YUEN Chi Kin

LEUNG Wing Hung

LING Xiaotong

QIN Tian

LIU Ka Yan

BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management

BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management

LIU Xuemeng

AU Pik Kan

LIU Yue

CHAN Kin Ying

AU Po Yuen

LO Hiu Yan

CHENG Hoi Yin

CHAN Ka Man

LO Ngan Ting

CHENG Jacqueline

CHAN Shuk Ying

MA Hiu Ping

CHENG Ting Ting Michelle

CHAN Yi Ching

MAK Hiu Chun

HAN Qi

CHAU Yin Cheung Erik

NG Kwan Ling

HO Wing Sze

CHEN Yi

POK Kwan Wing

HONG Chui Ying

CHENG Yui Lung

QI Ling

LAM Ka Wai

CHEUK Yuen Tung

SO Wing Yee

LAM Pun Chuan Randy

CHEUNG Yiu Fung

SZE Pak Chin Paris

CHU Shuk Ying Sharon

TAM Hoi Lun

CHUNG Tsz Yan

TANG Hoi Kei

FAN Sing Yip

WA Yin Hei

HANG Chun Cheung Ronald

WANG Cong

HO Ho Chi

WANG Jini

JANG Pureanae

WONG Hei Man

LEE Hoi Ki
LI Kai Tik
LIU Yan Tung
LO Chi Ho
MAK Hoi Kei
MAN Tsz Ki
PO Wing Yi
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SHAM Wing Yan
WANG Siqi
WONG Hiu Mei
WONG Kwai Leung
WONG Wai Hong
XU Bingxuan
YAM Yue Tung Eppie
YAU Cheuk Hei Annette
YIU Wai Ki
YUEN Kin Kiu
YUNG Che Ho Marco
BSc(Hons) in
Convention and
Event Management
(Conversion)
KONG Ka Yan
MA Ka Yan Jannie
BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management
(Conversion)
CHENG Chi Wai
CHEUNG Billy Ka Ming
CHOW Sin Ying
CHU Chun Kong Jason
CHU Hoi Yuen
FUNG Chun Ying
FUNG Evelyn Sin Ching
HO Hoi Ching

IP Hoi Ching
KWOK Ka Lai
LAM Hon Sang Michael
LAU Kit Yung
LAW Hoi Tung
LEE Chun Yin
LEE Kin Ting
LEE Tsz Hei
LEUNG Tsui Yan
LEUNG Wan Chor Vanessa
MAK Pak Hong
MUI Lai Shan
NG June
NG Ka Yan
SHAM Shu Hang
SIU Man Ho
SIU Wing Yeung
TAN Chee Pheng
TANG Long Ying
TSE Yuen Cheong
TSO Suet Mei
WONG Yau Sin
YEN Mei Ting
YEUNG Ho Yan

BSc(Hons) in
Tourism Management
(Conversion)
LAM Cho Ying
LAU Cheuk Pang
LI Shuk Ying
MAN Tsoi Shan
WONG Sing Yee
YIM Siu Lin
Higher Diploma in
Hotel Management
CHONG Kai Ling
HUNG Fong Susanna
LEE Sze Chung April
WONG Lai Tan
WONG Wai Wai
WONG Yat Shan
YAU Fan
YIH Hoi Yin
YIP Wai Sze
YUNG Ka Ching Kathryn

Mentorship Programme

Guidance from Outstanding Professionals

P

olyU’s Staff Restaurant was the scene for the first meeting between SHTM mentors and their
student mentees on 11 February this year. With 100 mentors recruited from the hospitality
and tourism industry, 49 mentors and 78 students attended the event. The mentors also took
the opportunity to visit the SHTM premises and Hotel ICON. They will maintain regular contact
with their mentees over the coming months to achieve the learning objectives they have agreed on.
The SHTM extends heartfelt thanks to the mentors for their participation and support.

SHTM Student Mentors 2012
AGONOY Lily
General Manager
Farrington American Express Travel Services

CHOW Raymond
Group Managing Director
Hutchison Whampoa Properties Ltd, Harbour Plaza Hotel
Management (Int’l) Ltd

GAO Jun
Hotel Development Director
China Resources Property Ltd

AU Michael
Executive Director
Realty Travel Service Ltd

CHU Carroll
Director of Human Resources
InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

HERRING Kristofer
Director of Learning and Development
Grand Hyatt Macau

BRIDLE Symon
Chief Operating Officer
New World Hospitality

CHU Gary
Front Office Manager
Bishop Lei International House

HO Amy
Senior Catering Sales Manager
Mandarin Oriental Hong Kong

CHAN Anita
General Manager
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong, Cosmo Hotel Hong Kong,
Cosmo Hotel Mongkok

CHUI Henry
Manager, Planning and Forecasting/Revenue Management
and Analytics
Hong Kong Disneyland Resort

HO Eric
Front Office Manager
Prince Hotel, Marco Polo Hotel Groups

CHAN Jacky
Front Office Manager
Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

CONKLIN Mark
General Manager
JW Marriott Hotel Hong Kong

HO Joanna
Asst. Director of Human Capital
Hotel ICON Limited

CHAN Patrick
Human Resources Manager
Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

DAVIS Lincoln
Director of Quality Management
Intercontinental Grand Stanford Hotel HK

HO Ronald
Director of Finance
Hong Kong SkyCity Marriott Hotel

CHANG Shirley
Sales and Marketing Manager
Hong Kong Jockey Club
CHAU Carie
Manager, Starwood Sales Organization
Starwood Asia Pacific Hotels and Resorts Pte Ltd
CHENG Simon
Manager – Hotel Sales, Galaxy Macau
Galaxy Entertainment Group
CHENG Paul
Senior Manager – Business Continuity Planning
Airport Authority Hong Kong
CHEUNG Jacqueline
Human Resources Manager
Hanlun Habitats Limited
CHEUNG Nancy
Director of Sales
Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

DOGAN Greg
President and CEO
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts
DRUMMOND John
Resident Manager
Intercontinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong
FAN Kenneth
General Manager
Clearwater Bay Golf and Country Club
FOK Katy
Director of Human Resources
The Mira Hong Kong
FOO Melanie
Vice President, Sales and Marketing
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
FORK Susana
Director of Rooms
Hotel ICON

HO Wendy
Communication Manager
Cosmo Hotel Mongkok
HSU Gianna
Director and General Manager
Towa Tours Ltd
KAI George
General Manager, Business Travel and MICE
China Travel Service (HK) Ltd
KONG Polly
Senior Manager, Marketing
Discovery Bay (Hong Kong Resort Company Ltd)
KONG Warren
Marketing Manager
Tourism Authority of Thailand
KWOK Margaret
Human Resources Deputy Manager
HK Convention and Exhibition Centre

CHEUNG Sheree
Director of Administration and Business Development
Hong Kong Business Aviation Centre Ltd

FUNG Charlotte
Director of Business Development
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong and Cosmo Hotel Hong
Kong

KWOK Philip
Human Resources Manager
Hong Kong Gold Coast Hotel

CHOU Eric
Inflight Manager
Cathay Pacific Airways

FUNG Ken
Hotel Manager
The HarbourView Place

LAVERTY Clare
Head of Marketing
Swire Hotels

CHOW Aviva
Director of Global Sales and Marketing Programs
Langham Hospitality Group

FUNG Perdita
Director of Human Resources
Hyatt Regency Tsim Sha Tsui

LAU Andrew
Director of Revenue Management and Distribution
Marco Polo Hotels
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LAU Bonnie
Head of Human Resources and Corporate Services
Ngong Ping 360

PECH Xavier
General Manager
Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui

LAU Francis
Director of Human Capital
Hotel ICON

PEI Paul
Executive Director, Sales and Marketing
Ocean Park Corporation

LEE Andrew
Director of Rooms
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong

PFORDTE Thomas
Group Director of Food and Beverage
Marco Polo Hotels

LEE Anita
Human Resources Manager
Prince Hotel

POLLMEIER Peter
General Manager
InterContinental Grand Standford Hong Kong

LEE Cecilia
Human Resources Manager
Langham Hospitality Group

SAWYER Martyn
Group General Manager, Properties and Clubs
The HongKong and Shanghai Hotels Ltd

LEE Ian
Director of Finance and Administration
Hotel ICON

SHAM Joanna
Director of Human Resources
Crowne Plaza Hong Kong Causeway Bay

LEUNG Ivy
Director, Intellectual Capital and Quality
Langham Place Hotel, Hong Kong

SHEK Jason
Director of Sales and Marketing
Mandarin Oriental Macau

LEUNG Fred
General Manager
HK YWCA – Hotels and Residences

SHIH Louis
Managing Director
Old Stone Hotels Company Ltd

LI Wallace
General Manager – Racecourse Catering Operations
The Hong Kong Jockey Club

SHING Phoebe
Assistant Manager
Hong Kong Tourism Board

LI Johnny
Training Manager
Crowne Plaza Hong Kong Causeway Bay

SIU Raymond
Executive Assistant Manager – Sales and Marketing
The Charterhouse Hotel

LIU Eddie
Financial Controller
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong, Cosmo Hotel Hong Kong

SUNG Kenneth
Restaurants Manager
Crown Plaza HK Causeway Bay

LO Anthony
Sr. Project Manager – VP Office
Shangri-La International Hotels Management Ltd

SZETO Henry
Assistant Front Office Manager
Metropark Hotel Wanchai Hong Kong

LO Clemson
General Manager
MV Destination Management Ltd

TAI Mandy
Assistant Training Manager
InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

LO Katherine
Manager, Alliance and Revenue Planning, Oneworld Project
Director
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd

TANG Esther
Assistant Manager, Trade Services – Taiwan
Hong Kong Tourism Board

LO Winnie
Human Capital Manager
Hotel ICON

TSANG Porsche
VIP and Quality Manager
Island Shangri-La Hong Kong

MAN Ankely
Group Revenue Manager
Sino Group of Hotels

TSANG May
General Manager
Peak Tramways Company Ltd

MÜLLER Michael
General Manager
Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

TSUI Winfield
Asstistant Housekeeper
The Excelsior, Hong Kong

WINTER Dean
Area General Manager – Hong Kong
Swire Hotels
WONG Ada
Director of Human Resources
Conrad Hong Kong
WONG Ayse
Group Director of Human Resources
Regal Hotels International
WONG Christine
Director of Human Resources
L’hotel Management Company Ltd
WONG Eric
Area Director of Finance
Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong
WONG Frederick
Area Director of Sales and Marketing, Hotel Manager
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong
WONG Ivor
General Manager
Shun Tak Travel Services Ltd
WONG Larry
Front Office Manager
Butterfly Hotel and Serviced Apartment Group Ltd

TCHOU Larry
Managing Director
Hyatt International – Asia Pacific Ltd

MAK Calvin
Founder and CEO
Rhombus International Hotels Group

WAI Kenneth
Area Director of Human Resources
Island Shangri-La Hotel

WONG Leo
Front Office Manager
Intercontinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong
WONG Mona
Assistant Director of Human Resources
W Hong Kong
WONG Perry
Sales and Marketing Director
The Peak Tower and Peak Tramways
WONG Vincent
Director of Sales and Marketing (Overseas Region)
HK Regional Office
Sunshine Hotel Management Co Ltd
Wang Wei
Director of Strategy, Asia Pacific
Hyatt Hotels and Resorts
WU Alex
General Manager
The Cityview
YAU Sandy
Quality and Training Manager
The Mira Hong Kong
YEUNG Patrick
Chief Executive Officer
HK Dragon Airlines Ltd
YIP Lawrence
Director – Head of China
Millennium and Copthorne Hotels Holdings (HK) Ltd
YOUNG Eugenia
Personnel Manager
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong

From the Participants
I have been a mentee in the SHTM Mentorship Programme
for two years. This stunning programme advances my school
life and broadens my horizons. This year I have been assigned to a
fabulous mentor with great industrial experience and networking.
We keep in touch through emails and face-to-face meetings, in which I
am free to seek his advice on my study, career and even personal life. He
has also arranged site visits for me and introduced me to his colleagues.
You are not very likely to receive this sort of guidance from someone so
highly placed in the industry unless you join the programme.
Mentee – Calvin Yuen
Year Three BSc in Hotel Management student

HORIZONS

This is the first year that I have been involved as a mentor
and must say that I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
It has been a pleasure to meet and get to know Calvin and see him
achieve his first job in our industry. I look forward to our continued
relationship.
These young men and women are the future of our business and Hong
Kong and I would be happy to be of assistance with further students in
your excellent programme.
Mentor – Mr Martyn Sawyer
Group General Manager, Properties and Clubs
The Hongkong and Shanghai Hotels Ltd

Alumni Association News

Ever Busy, Always Growing

T

he SHTM Alumni Association has been active in creating networking
and other fun activities for its members over the last six months. From
the Annual General Meeting in March to the Grand Tour in July,
Association members have been making the most of their time together, with
the chance to give back to the School an added bonus.

Business and Bling

The Association held its Annual General Meeting as a prelude
to its Annual Dinner at L’Hotel Island South in Wang
Chuk Hang on 3 March. Apart from the normal business
matters covered, the executive committee announced that
membership had grown by 27% for the previous calendar
year, largely through the recruiting efforts generated by
the Member-Gets-Member Programme.
Thoughts then turned to celebrating the 75th anniversary of PolyU,
with the Annual Dinner carrying the lighthearted theme of “Bling Bling – Glitter
and Shine with Delight”. All 128 members in attendance, and the invited VIPs,
tried their hardest to out-bling each other. The Best Blingly Dressed Awards
went to Merwyn Kong and Dilys Ko.

Widening Horizons

In a second event designed to celebrate PolyU’s 75th
anniversary, Association members travelled to Macau for
a day on 15 April. The tour included hotel visits, the fun
and wonder of the Macau Science Centre, a sidestep into
history at the Taipa Houses Museum and a delicious buffet
lunch at the Mandarin Oriental Macau’s Vida Rica, the
most stylish restaurant in town.

Members, their families and friends took an even broader
view of things on their four-day Grand Tour to Shanxi in mainland
China on 12-15 July. Enjoying the mix of rich cultural heritage and natural
wonders, they had the opportunity to sample gourmet food and wine and stay
at the renowned Grace Vineyard.

Giving Back

Earlier, Association members gave back to the School by
staging one of their regular Interviewing Skills Workshops.
Industry professionals took time out from their busy
schedules to offer final year undergraduate students a real
interview experience on 30 March. The students received
valuable feedback in areas such as preparation, grooming,
etiquette and presentation skills.
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Alum-notes
1980s

1990s

Mr David Li HD 1985 is the Senior Operations
Manager, Catering Services, at the Quick Service
Restaurant and Catering Services Division of Maxim’s
Caterers Limited.

Alum-notes

Ms Gina Ho Diploma in Institutional Management
and Catering Studies 1981 is the Director of Sales and
Marketing of Conrad Hong Kong.

Mr Alexander Kwok HD in Hotel Management
1995 is the Resident Manager of Sofitel Dongguan
Royal Lagoon and Golf Resort.

Ms Celia Lee HD in Hotel Management 1996 is the
Manager, Operations (Asset Management) of Hopewell
Hospitality Management Limited.

Ms Rosemary Tam HD 1995, BA 1997 is the Director
of Human Resources of Le Meridien Cyberport.

Ms Mandy Or HD in Hotel and Catering
Management 1999 is the Sales and Marketing Manager
of Beijing Hong Kong Jockey Club Clubhouse.

Mr Bernard Choi HD 1996 is the School Principal
of the Hong Kong and Kowloon Restaurant and Cafe
Workers General Union Vocational (Day/Night)
School.

2000s
Ms Alda Wong BSc in Hotel Management 2003 is
the Manager, PIC Office of Shangri-La Asia Limited.
Mr Ivan Chan HD 2003, BA 2004 is the Assistant
Training Manager of Harbour Plaza Hotel Management
Limited.

Ms Carol Leung BA in Hotel and Catering
Management 2009 is the Human Resources Officer of
Crowne Plaza Hong Kong, Causeway Bay.

Ms Connie Chu BSc 2010 is the Specialist, Talent
Development and Culture of Le Meridien Cyberport.

Ms Christina Lam MSc in Hotel and Tourism
Management 2004 is the Director of Business
Development of Conrad Beijing.

Ms Joanne Y.N. Wong BA in Hotel and Catering
Management 2010 is the Assistant Human Resources
Officer of The Mira Hong Kong.

Ms Christy Cheung HD 2005 is the Human Resources
Manager of Hospitality Industy.

Ms Chrystal Huang MSc in Hotel and Tourism
Management 2011 is the Assistant to Group Director
of Human Resources of Regal Hotels International
Holdings Limited.

Mr Jackson Lai BSc 2005 is the Associate Manager,
Staffing of Hong Kong Disneyland.
Ms Sengee Oyundelger MSc in Hotel and Tourism
Management 2005 is the Senior Officer of the
Mongolian Government Tourism Office.
Ms Lucy Li MSc in Hotel and Tourism Management
2008 is the Director of Hongkong Carlton Hotels
Management Company Limited.
Ms Sue Wong HD 2008 is the Senior Human
Resources Officer, Learning & Development of The
Langham, Hong Kong.
HORIZONS

Mr Zelotes Lam BSc in Hotel Management 2011 is
the International Management Trainee of Swire Hotels.
Ms Jean Lau BSc 2011 is a Passenger Sales Officer with
Singapore Airlines.

Ms Kirsten Leung BSc in Hotel Management 2011
is a Management Trainee at the Kowloon Shangri-La
Hong Kong.
Ms Hester Yeung BSc 2011 is the Human Resources
Assistant of The Peninsula Hong Kong.

Professor-for-a-Day Programme

A Resounding Thanks to Our Professors for a Day
The SHTM offers its heartfelt thanks to the distinguished industry professionals
who recently served as professors for a day.
Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Mr Jean-Francois
ARNAUD

Pastry Consultant Chef and Master Trainer, French Culinary School in Asia

Pastries for Easter

Mr Seth BATA

Revenue Management and Pricing Manager – Merchandise and Food and
Beverage, Hong Kong Disneyland Resort

Merchandising

Mr Joao BELO

Valle Pradinhos Marketing Manager, Tras-os-Montes Portugal

Portuguese Tasting Workshop

Mr Bart BUIRING

Vice President – Continent Lodging Services and Operations, Asia Pacific,
Marriott International

Marriott – A Multi-Brand Hotel Management
Company

Mr Antonio CHAN

Chief Engineer, Hong Kong Disneyland Resort

Hotel Environmental Management – Challenges
and Opportunities

Mr Edward CHAN

Assistant General Manager, The Vigor Group

Land Transfers

Mr Edward CHAN

District Sales Manager, Ecolab Inc

Housekeeping Operations

Mr Howard CHAN

Operations Manager, MCI (Hong Kong) Group Limited

Marketing Urban Tourism

Mr Josiah CHAN

Assistant General Manager – Administration and Human Resources, Hong Thai
Travel Services Limited

How to Evaluate Employee Performance and
Incentives to Motivate Them – A Case Study of
Hong Thai Travel Services Limited

Ms Shirley CHANG

Sales and Marketing Manager – Racecourse Catering, The Hong Kong Jockey
Club

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Miss Angela CHEN

Regional Director of Sale and Marketing, Banyan Tree Group and Angsana
Hangzhou

Resort Sale and Marketing

Mr Oliver CHEN

Owner Representative and Deputy General Manager, InterContinental Shenzhen

An Introduction to Hotel Performance
Management

Mr Kenneth CHENG

Officer, Macau Government Tourist Office (Representative in Hong Kong)

Tourism In Macau: An Overview

Mr Edmond CHOI

Director of Engineering and Environmental Management, Hotel ICON

Lobby Design/Guest Room Design of Hotel
ICON
A Day in the Engineering Department

Mr CHOI Hor-pak;
Mr CHOY Lin-chee;
Mr LAU Ting-yiu

Regional Chief Engineer, Assistant Chief Engineer and Senior Assistant Chief
Engineer, The Luxe Manor

A Day in the Engineering Department

Ms Regina CHU

Director of Learning and Development, InterContinental Hong Kong

Managing Human Resources in Hospitality and
Tourism Industries

Mr Domenico DI
LUCCIO

Owner and Managing Director – Sales, D & P Selezioni Srl

Wines from Italy

Mr Thomas EGLOFF

Managing Director and Founder, Finessa Hong Kong Limited

Wine Studies

Mr Wilfred FAN

Managing Director, Agoda International (Hong Kong) Limited

Strategic Management Guest Lecture

Mr Anthony FLETCHER

Head Chef, The Pawn

Food and Beverage Management

Mr Russ FORTSON

Manager Customer Service and Product Development – Airports, Cathay Pacific
Airways Limited

Why We do What We do

Mr Michael HOBSON

Chief Marketing Officer, Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group

He’s a Fan

Mr Welkin IP

Food and Beverage Manager – Banquet Services, Hotel ICON

Banquet Production and Service Planning, and
Staffing

Mr Guenther KARCH

Visiting Lecturer, PolyU SHTM

Mysterious Shopping on Star Cruises

Mr John KIMMEY

Asia Divisional Manager, Ste. Michelle Wine Estates

Wine Studies

Ms Christy KONG

Business Development Manager, Wan (Corporate Services) Limited

Food and Wine Academy Workshop Mixology
de Perrier

Mr Simon KONG

Executive Assistant Manager, Angsana Tengchong, Yunnan

Resort Planning and Design

Ms Jessica KWOK

Manager – Beas River Country Club, The Hong Kong Jockey Club

The Challenges in Club Management

Mr Ken LAM

Barman, Hotel ICON

Food and Wine Academy Workshop Mixology
de Perrier

Mr Adam LAM

Deputy Sales Manager, Wan (Corporate Services) Limited

Food and Wine Academy Workshop Mixology
de Perrier

Mr Terry LAM

Executive – Production Marketing, G.E.W. Management Services Limited

Barista Training

Mr Andrew LAU

President, Wah Fong Company Limited

Tea Tasting Workshop
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Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Mr Daren LAU

Managing Director – Asia Pacific, Select Services Partner Asia Pacific

The Importance of Airport Food and Beverage
Service and Operations and the Airport Market
Development in China

Mr Roy LEE

Senior Manager – Destination Sales and Marketing, City of Dreams

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Mr Wilson LEE

Director of Engineering, The Mira Hong Kong

A Day in the Engineering Department

Mr David LEMIRE

Shaw and Smith

Wine Tasting Workshop

Dr Paul LEUNG

Senior Manager – Strategic Planning and Research, Hong Kong Tourism Board

Strategic Planning for Hong Kong Tourism
Board

Ms LI Dan

Training Manager, Shangri-La Hotel, Shenzhen

Quality Customer Service and Hotel Training
and Development

Ms Katherine LO

Manager – Alliance and Revenue Planning and Oneworld Project Director,
Cathay Pacific Airways Limited

Airline Transport

Mr Jimmy LO

Executive Housekeeper, Langham Place, Mongkok, Hong Kong

Housekeeping Experiences

Ms Susanna LUI

Senior Operations Officer (Special Duties) – Air Services Division, HKSAR Civil
Aviation Department

The Role of Civil Aviation Department on Hong
Kong Aviation Industry

Ms Emily LUK

Assistant Director of Events, W Hong Kong

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Mr James MABEY

Senior Director of Development – Asia Pacific, Marco Polo Hotels

Building a Win-Win Relationship between Hotel
Operator and Owners

Ms Rita MARQUES

Chief Winemaker of Conceito Vinhos, Douro – Foz Coa Portugal

Portuguese Tasting Workshop

Mr James MAXWELL

The Glenlivet Brand Ambassador, The Glenlivet Distillery

Whisky Tasting Workshop

Mr William NG

Chief Operating Officer – Cruise, Genting Hong Kong Limited

Genting Hong Kong: Cruise Line Operations
Management

Mr NG Wee-kee

Director of Corporate Loyalty and Partner Marketing, Shangri-La Hotels and
Resorts

Golden Circle at the Shangri-la International

Mr QUI Wei-guo

White Swan Hotel

1930’s Authentic Dim Sum Workshop

Mr Bernd ROHN

Design Consultant, Miele Hong Kong Limited

Ventilation and Kitchen Design Workshop

Mr Michael ROLLAND

Consultant

Wine Tasting Workshop

Mr Louis SHIH

Managing Director, Camelot Hospitality Innovation Advisory Group

The Hospitality Consultancy, Challenges and
Opportunities

Mr Roger SHU

Director – Department of Conventions and Incentives, Image Promotion Center,
Hangzhou Tourism Commission

CVB’s Role in the Convention Business of
Hangzhou

Mr Jerome STUBERT

General Manager, Novotel Century Hong Kong Hotel

Novotel Brand and its Next Project

Ms Charlotte TSE

Event Coordination Manager, Hotel ICON

Successful Convention and Event Catering
Coordination

Mr Rudolf VAN DIJK

General Manager, Four Seasons Hotel Hangzhou at West Lake

Four Seasons: The Corporation and the West
Lake Property

Ms Rachel WANG;
Ms Norma YAN

Director of Sales and Marketing and Deputy General Manager, Marco Polo
Shenzhen

Marketing the Marco Polo Hotel

Mr James WEI

Director of Development Greater China, Hilton Worldwide

Hotel Development Issues: A Hilton Perspective

Mr Richard WILLIS

Managing Director, Diethelm Travel Hong Kong

The Cruise Industry and Its Future

Mr Charlie WONG

General Manager – Hong Kong Operations, ZUJI Hong Kong

Customer Relationship Management

Mr Danny WONG

Human Resource and Administration Director, AsiaWorld-Expo Management
Limited

The Road to Success – the Case of AsiaWorldExpo

Mr Kenneth WONG

Head – Product Marketing, Hong Kong Tourism Board

Marketing Hong Kong as a World-Class
Destination

Mr T.K. WONG

Creative Director, TKMW Creative Limited

Branding for Hospitality Businesses

Ms WONG Yuen-lee

Consultant

Event Management

Dr WU Chen-guang

Assistant Professor, Sun Yat-sen University

Quantitative Methods for Hospitality and
Tourism Management (Cluster Analysis)

Ms Janet WU

Director of Sales and Marketing, Hotel ICON

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Mr XIANG Wei

Senior Partner, Jincheng, Tongda and Neal

Building a Win-Win Relationship between Hotel
Operator and Owners

Mr XIE Hao

CEO, Lotour Inn and General Manager, Zhongyu Hotel

The Cost Leadership Strategy of an Economy
Hotel

Ms Norma YAN

Deputy General Manager, Marco Polo Shenzhen

Introduction to the Marco Polo Hotels

Mr. Ben YANG;
Ms Norma YAN

Deputy Director of Sales and Marketing and Deputy General Manager, Marco
Polo Shenzhen

My Journey to Hotel Marketing Professional

Ms Gigi YAU

Senior Catering Sales Manager, Hotel ICON

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Mr Lawrence YIP

Director – Head of China, Millennium and Copthorne Hotels Holdings (HK)
Limited

Hotel Environmental Management in China –
Challenges and Opportunities

HORIZONS

Calendar of Events

Date

Event

Organiser

Contact

16-18
October 2012

2012 Annual Conference
of the International Society
of Travel and Tourism
Educators, Freiburg,
Germany

Nicole L. Davis
International Society of Travel
Email: ndavis@siu.edu
and Tourism Educators
Website: www.istte.org

3-5
January 2013

18th Annual Graduate
Education and Graduate
Student Research
Conference in Hospitality
and Tourism, Seattle, USA

School of Hospitality Business
Management, College of
Business, Washington State
University

Nancy Swanger
Email: wsuconf@wsu.edu
Website: conferences.wsu.edu/conferences/
hospitality/

16-18 May 2013

8th China Tourism Forum,
Hong Kong

SHTM

Leslie Fung
Email: leslie.fung@polyu.edu.hk

21-24 May 2013

11th Asia-Pacific CHRIE
Conference, Macau

Faculty of Business
Administration, University of
Macau

Amy So
Email: AmySo@umac.mo

World Conference on
Hospitality, Event and
Tourism Research &
26-28 May 2013
International Convention
and Expo Summit 2013,
Bangkok, Thailand

Siam University and SHTM

Bongkosh N. Rittichainuwat
Email: supaporn.pha@gmail.com, ices_2013@
hotmail.co.th
Website: ices2013.wix.com/siamu#!home/
mainPage

12th Asia Pacific Forum for
23-25 June 2013 Graduate Students Research
in Tourism, Malaysia

Taylor’s University

Catheryn-Khoo-Lattimore
Email: CatherynKhoo.Lattimore@taylors.edu.
my

3rd Advances in Hospitality
& Tourism Marketing and
25-30 June 2013
Management Conference,
Taipei, Taiwan

National Chia-Yi University,
National Taiwan Normal
University, National Chin-Yi
University of Technology, and
Washington State University,
USA

Email: ahtmmc13@ncut.edu.tw

1-4 July 2013

19th APTA Conference,
Bangkok, Thailand

Asia Pacific Tourism
Association (APTA)

Website: www.apta.asia/

24-27 July 2013

2013 Annual International
CHRIE Summer
Conference and
Marketplace, St. Louis,
Missouri, USA

International Council on
Hotel, Restaurant, and
Institutional Education
(ICHRIE)

Website: www.chrie.org
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THE 8th CHINA TOURISM FORUM

“New
“N
N
T
Tourism,
i
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New S
Strategies
t t i

First Announcement and Call for Papers
The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and the School of Hotel & Tourism Management of The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University are pleased to announce that the 8th China Tourism Forum with the theme “New Tourism, New Strategies.” The Forum will be
held on 16-18 May 2013 in Hotel ICON, Hong Kong SAR, China.

Call for Abstracts and Presentation Proposals
The forum organizers invite abstracts or presentation proposals from a wide range of areas, including (but not limited to) the following
areas:
• Emerging Issues in China Tourism
• Strategic Development of Tourism and
Hospitality Industry in China
• Human Resource and Educational
Development for China’s Tourism
Industry
• Hotel Industry Development in China
• International Branding of Destinations
and Lessons We Can Learn
• Sustainable Tourism Development
• Tourism Master Planning
• Nature-based tourism

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Tourism
Environmental Management
Chinese Culinary Arts and Tourism
Global Trends in Tourism and their
Implications for China Tourism
Tourism Marketing and Consumer
Behavior
China Outbound Tourism
China Inbound Tourism
Young Chinese Consumers: Post-80s
Generation
Quality Standard and Management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competition Issues in Tourism Industry
Regulations in Tourism Industry
Rural Tourism Development
Urban Development and Tourism
E-tourism
Social Media and Tourism
Ethics and Laws in Tourism
Corporate Social Responsibility
Education and Training Administration

Who should attend the Forum?
• Researchers, academics and students interested in China and
China Tourism
• Tourism policy makers
• Government officials in tourism administration
• Tourism authorities and marketing organizations

• Hotel, restaurant and hospitality industry executives and
employers
• Researchers and consultants in tourism
• Industry practitioners in tourism industry
• Investors and investment institutions

Submission Guidelines
• Authors are requested to submit a 3-page abstract of the proposed paper or presentation proposal (typed and double-spaced) by email.
Indicate the author's name and affiliation only on the cover page and not anywhere in the abstract.
• All submissions will be forwarded to our Paper Review Panel for double-blind review.
• Once the submission is accepted, at least one of the authors must register for and present the paper at the Forum.

Deadline for Submission: November 30, 2012
For Further Information and Abstract/Presentation Proposal Submissions:
Ms Leslie Fung
School of Hotel & Tourism Management, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
17 Science Museum Road, Tsim Sha Tsui East, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 3400 2215
Organisers:

Fax: +852 2362 6422

Email: leslie.fung@polyu.edu.hk
Supporter:

Venue Sponsor:

